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A. INTRODUCTION 
This report documents the August 1992 monitoring of benthic macroinvertebrate assem-
blages in the Pon Everglades Southpon turning basin vicinity and adjacent areas of John U. 
Lloyd State Recreation Area. This is the third monitoring effort of the series carried out by Nova 
University Oceanographic Center. Sampling was carried out chiefly during the first two weeks of 
August 1992. Hurricane Andrew and its aftermath resulted in delays in sampling at several sites 
and in analyzing data. A two-week postponement in submission deadline was requested and 
granted. An additional postponement, to 31 January 1992, was requested due to a move at the 
Smithsonian Institution that prevented some consultants from returning identifications on time. 
A history of the monitoring project since its inception in 1988 was given in the repon 
submitted December 1991 and is included here again for reference. This report also includes the 
tabular data for the two previous surveys (August 1991 and January 1992) together with a dis-
cussion of all three surveys carried out by Nova University. 
Please note modifications to the Ponar grab sample data for the January 1992 survey. In 
the original repon for that survey, we inadvertently omitted doubling the dataset from large-
volume samples of which we sorted 50% (following the methodology described below). Diversi-
ty indices were not affected. 
A.I. History 
Benthic macroinvenebrate communities at the Southport Turning Basin site and adjacent 
areas of John U. Lloyd State Recreation Area were initially monitored in March, May, and 
September, 1988, before basin dredging and mangrove mitigation began. Only results of the 
September 1988 sampling have been reponed. Nineteen stations were occupied during the 
September 1988 and January 1989 sampling periods as follows: eight stations in two transects 
north of the proposed turning basin and 11 stations in four transects in John U. Lloyd State 
Recreation Area on the east side of the Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW)(Figure 1). Tree removal 
for mitigation began on the east side of the ICWW in late 1988, but scraping to intenidallevel 
began only after the January 1989 sampling period. Dredging of the turning basin began in the 
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summer of 1989. Between January and August 1989, dredging destroyed several stations sites 
along the northern margin of the turning basin. These stations were relocated approximately 10 
m to the north for the August 1989 sampling period. Also in August 1989, four additional sta-
tions were added (two on the west side and two on the east side of the ICWW). In January 1990, 
the turning basin approached final size; planting of mangrove seedlings and cord grass was 
underway in some mitigation areas. By the August 1990 sampling period, extensive mitigation 
and emplacement of rip-rap was completed along the east side of the ICWW; dredging continued 
in the turning basin but the margin was almost completely lined with rip-rap. Monitoring was 
carried out biannually by S. Dobkin through January 1991. 
B. METHODOLOGY 
Figure 1 illustrates locations of stations occupied for the August 1992 sampling period 
and the kind of sample (Ponar grab, crab census, or hand collection) taken at each. 
Shannon-Weaver Diversity Indices are calculated for each station and, at Ponar grab 
stations, for each replicate as well using the following equation: 
• 
where Pj is the relative abundance of species i. H' increases with increasing number of species S. 
For any given S, H' reaches a maximum value (H' ) when all values of P are equal 
max 
(p}=P2=Pr ), and H' equals In S. Because H' is primarily affected by species number rather than 
by abundances of common or rare species, or by species of moderate abundance, evenness (J') 
has also been calculated for each station and replicate using the equation: 
J'= H'/H' = H'lIn S 
max 
As a ratio between the diversity index (H') for a given sample and the maximum possible 
diversity index (H'maa) for the number of species and specimens in that sample, evenness (J') 
gives an indication of how close the data come to maximum possible diversity. 
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B.l. Grab Samples 
Benthic grab samples are taken according to contract specifications with a 225 cm2 grab 
samplerl at stations 1,8, 8a, 9, lOa, II, 13a, 14, 17, 18 and 19a, with three replicate samples at 
each station. All samples are fixed in 5% seawater buffered formalin with rose bengal stain and 
sieved through a 0.5 mm mesh screen. Organisms and sediment retained on the screen are trans-
ferred to 70% ethanol and sorted to most specific distinguishable taxa. Taxa are either identified 
or sent to recognized expens for identification (Table 7). Nematodes and harpacticoid copepods 
have not been enumerated or included in diversity calculations. These organisms are normally 
treated as meiofauna, not macrofauna. The relatively few large specimens retained by a 0.5 mm 
mesh screen do not accurately reflect their true abundances. Similarly, a small number of plank-
tonic organisms (e.g., calanoid copepods) accidentally collected by the grab sampler have like-
wise not been included in counts and diversity calculations. 
Modifications in sampling and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 
survey to improve sampling accuracy in conformity with contract specifications are described in 
a previous repon (submitted December 1991) and have been maintained. 
1) Mixed rocky and unconsolidated substrates at several stations adjacent to rip-rap along 
the ICWW require that the grab sampler be operated by a diver in order to ensure consi~tent 
sample size. 
2) Shallow-water stations (lOa, 17 and 19a) are sampled via hand-emplaced grab sampler 
rather than shovel. This ensures that all samples collected at stations specified for grab sampler 
will cover equal areas of substrate. 
3) The previous contractor sieved and soned through one-third of each sample. We sieve 
all samples completely. Samples including up to approximately 0.5 liter of sediment retained on 
the 0.5 mm screen are sorted completely. When a larger volume is retained, we son through half 
1. Contract specifications call for a 225 em] grab sampler, but this is clearly an error. Such a grab 
sampler, about 6 cm on a side, was not used by the previous contractor and is not, to our knowl-
edge, manufactured. 
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the sample (and double the recorded number of each taxon). This protocol guarantees more 
accurate enumeration of collected organisms. 
Depths recorded for Ponar stations below may differ from those recorded previously 
because of tidal variations. 
B.2. Crab Collections 
Three 1.0-m2 replicate quadrats are randomly placed within about 2.Om of each other at 
stations la, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7,10,12,13,15 and 16. Within each quadrat, all crab burrows are 
counted and 10% excavated, and the inhabitants counted and identified in the field or collected 
and identified in the laboratory, according to conttact specifications. 
Modifications in sampling and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 
survey to improve sampling accuracy in conformity with conttact specifications are described in 
a previous report (submitted December 1991) and have been maintained.. 
1) Contract specifications require that "Arboreal crabs are to be noted and abundance 
recorded within a specified observation area ... " The previous contractor recorded arboreal crabs 
only as "few," "moderate" or "abundant" without indicating the quantitative range of each term. 
Observations were made in a circle of trees "approximately 3-4 meters in diameter." Because 
these crabs crawl out of sight (into the canopy and around the far side of trunks and branches) 
upon approach, we have reduced the observation area in order to make more accurate counn. We 
count crabs on trees arising from a 1.0-m2 quadrat selected randomly within about 2.0 m ()f the 
burrow-census quadrats. Arboreal censuses are carried out first at each site to minimize distur-
bance. 
B.3 Hand Collections 
Hand collections are taken at stations 9, 13, and 17, with three replicates at each station. 
Each replicate sample covers an area of O.lm2• Justification for this sampling area is discussed in 
the survey report for August 1991. Organisms identifiable in the field are counted and released. 
Taxa unidentifiable in the field are collected by hand, with forceps, or by agitating algae-co\ered 
rocks in a bag of seawater. Collected specimens are placed in plastic bags with seawater, fixed in 
10% buffered seawater formalin in the laboratory, and finally stored in 70% ethanol. 
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Modifications in sampling and handling protocols instituted during the August 1991 
survey to improve sampling accuracy in conformity with contract specifications are described in 
a previous report (submitted December 1991) and have been maintained. They are included here 
again for reference: 1) Contract specifications require that "hand collections are to be per-
formed within a measured area. .. " The previous contractor made no mention of the area sampled. 
Our samples consist of 1.Orn transects O.lm wide and parallel to the local waterline. Replicates at 
each station are taken at about the same distance from the water's edge and no more than about 
one meter apart. Each replicate sample covers an area of 0.1m2. Intertidal environments are often 
highly patchy and vertically wned with distinct assemblages of organisms occupying immediate-
ly adjacent areas of substrate. While a larger area would reduce inter-replicate variability due to 
local environmental patchiness and wnation (e.g., such samples would include fauna on rocks 
with and without algal cover, and both high and low intertidal wne assemblages), it would also 
severely expand sampling time, especially in densely populated areas. For example, a 1.0 m2 
quadrat may be large enough to include both low intertidal oysters and high intertidal periwinkle 
snails, but requires either counting several thousand barnacles or implementing statistically 
sophisticated subsampling protocols. 
2) Contract specifications state that "organisms collected within a specified sampling area 
shall be enumerated ... " The previous contractor explicitly does not count the several species of 
barnacles listed. Resulting diversity indices, therefore, do not accurately reflect community struc-
ture. Our samples include an enumeration of all visible organisms as well as qualitative notes on 
additional organisms observed on adjacent substrates. 
Because the vast majority of barnacles enumerated in this survey were small juveniles, 
they were not identified below the level of genus. 
C.RESULTS 
C.1. Grab Samples (August 1992) 
Table 1 lists raw data, Shannon-Weaver Diversity Indices (H') and evenness (1') for all 
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samples by station and by replicate. Table 2 summarizes numbers of specimens by major taxo-
nomic group; Table 3 summarizes relative abundances of major taxonomic groups (percent 
occurrence). 
A total of 9,039 specimens were sorted and identified from the 33 grab sample~ (11 
stations with three replicates each). Polychaete worms remain the most abundant group (40.8%), 
followed by peracarid crustaceans (31.6%) and oligochaete worms (15.8%). These three major 
taxa account for 88% of all specimens collected. Peracarid crustaceans remain in second place 
entirely as a result of the overwhelming abundance of the tanaidacean crustacean, Kalliapseudes 
aliciae (previously reported as Kalliapseudes sp.), at station 17. These specimens account for 
24% of all organisms collected at all stations in this survey. The five next most abundant taxa 
(the polychaetes Capitella capitata, Aricidea philbinae, Sphaerosyllis sp.; oligochaetes Smith-
sondrilus hummelincki, Tubijicoides motel) together account for 27.7% of all organisms collect-
ed. Species occurring at the majority of stations include one mollusc (Caecum pulchellum at 8 
stations), seven polychaetes [Sphaerosyllis sp. (10 stations), Prionospio heterobranchiata, 
Mediomastus californiensis, Tharyx dorsobranchialis (9 stations each), Aricidea taylori, Lum-
brineris testudinum (8 each), Capitella capitata (7)], two oligochaetes [Smithsondrilus humme-
lincki, Tubificoides motei (8 each)], and two nemertine worms [Hubrechtella dubia (9) and 
Carinomella lactea (8)]. 
We are able to identify podocopan ostracodes for the first time in this survey. Specimens 
previously reported as a single unidentified species actually represent two distinct species 
(Cyprideis americana and Peratocytheridea setipunctata). Numbers given in Table 1 again 
represent our best estimate of the specimens alive when collected. Substantial numbers of appar-
ently very recently dead individuals were again taken. 
Following is a brief description of results for each station. 
Station 1: West side of Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW) at NE corner of Southport T urn-
ing Notch. Depth: approx. 3m. Bottom: fine muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus 
and algae-covered rocks. Faunal totals: 207 specimens, 38 species. Shannon-Weaver Diversity 
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Index (H'): 2.667. Evenness (1'): 0.733. 
Polychaetes dominate the station (69.7%) to a greater degree than in August 1991, but 
much less than in January 1992. Oligochaetes (22.4%) are still the second most abundant group, 
but have increased substantially in relative abundance. The most abundant species are now the 
polychaetes, Mediomastus californiensis and Lumbrineris testudinum and the oligochaete 
Tubijicoides motei. Of these, only the latter was present in any numbers in August 1991. Species 
richness and diversity, and organism abundance have increased sharply from January 1992 
values but remain well below those recorded in August 1991. 
Station 8: West side of ICWW approximately 30 m north of station 1. Depth: approx-
imately 3m. Bottom: fme muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus and scattered hand-
sized, algae-covered rocks. Faunal totals: 452 specimens, 52 species. H': 2.974. J': 0.753. 
Polychaetes are still most abundant (50%), but are now closely followed by oligochaetes 
(41.8%). The most abundant taxa are the oligochaetes, Tubificoides motei, Smithsondrilus 
hummelincki, and Tectidrilus gabriellae, and the polychaetes, Mediomastus californiensis, 
Sphaerosyl/is sp. and Aricidea taylori. Organism abundance has tripled and species richness has 
more than doubled relative to August 1991; diversity has also increased. 
Station 8a: West side of ICWW approximately 50 m north of station 8. Depth and bot-
tom: similar to station 8. Faunal totals: 386 specimens, 38 species. H': 2.304. J': 0.633. 
Polychaete dominance has declined from the January 1992 level (81 %) to slightly less 
than in August 1991 (62.7 versus 67.4%). As at station 8, oligochaetes have increased substan-
tially in abundance and now account for 30.8% of the fauna. Other groups have either declined 
or remained about the same relative to the previous two surveys. The most abundant taxa are the 
polychaete Aricidea taylori and the oligochaetes Tubijicoides motei and Smithsondrilus humme-
lincki. Organism abundance is twice as great and species richness 36% greater than in the August 
1991 survey. The diversity index, however, has declined due to dominance by the three most 
abundant taxa. 
Station 9: East side of ICWW at the SW corner of a mangrove island north of the north-
ern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Depth: approximately 1 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with 
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filamentous algal turf and Arenicola (lugworm) burrows. Faunal totals: 698 specimens, 41 spe-
cies. H': 2.129. J' : 0.573. 
Polychaetes exhibit a much greater dominance (85.7%) relative to the previous two 
surveys. All other groups have declined in relative abundance with one exception: oligochaetes 
have increased in imponance and numbers relative to both preceding surveys (now accounting 
for 8.5%). The most abundant taxa are the polychaetes, Capitella capitata, Aricidea philbinae, 
Leitoscoloplos robustus, Ophryotrocha sp. A, and the oligochaete Thalassodrilides gurwitschi. 
Of these, only A. philbinae was present in substantial numbers in August 1991. Species richness 
is higher than in August 1991 although diversity has declined slightly, due to dominance by the 
two most abundant polychaete species. Organism abundance is almost three times that for 
August 1991. 
Station lOa: Middle of shallow creek behind Environmental Education Bldg., John U. 
Lloyd State Recreation Area, east side of ICWW. Depth: approximately O.lm (exposed at low 
tide). Bottom: Sandy mud. Faunal totals: 1130 specimens, 23 species. H': 1.712. J' : 0.546. 
Polychaetes are more important than in August 1991 or January 1992 (80.7% versus 
43.8% and 65.9%, respectively). Ostracodes again contribute a substantial proponion to the 
fauna (14.7%) although not nearly as much as in August 1991 (52.4%). Peracarid crustaceans 
have declined from their January 1992 peak (22.3%) to the previous August's level «1%). The 
five most abundant taxa, the polychaetes Aricidea philbinae, Capitella capitata, SphiJerosyllis sp. 
and the podocopan ostracodes Cyprideis americana and Peratocytheridea setipunctata, 
overwhelmingly dominate the fauna and account for the lowered diversity index relative to the 
two preceding surveys . The polychaetes Leitoscoloplos fragilis, L.foliosus and Laeonereis 
culveri, each abundant in one previous survey, have disappeared. Species richness is slightly 
greater than in August 1991, but half that in January 1992. Organism abundance is almost three 
times as great as in August 1991 and about the same as in January 1992. 
Station 11: At nonh comer of the nonhem entrance to Whiskey Creek. Depth: approx-
imately 5 m. Bottom: Pockets of fine muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus on steep 
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slope among large boulders (rip-rap). Faunal totals: 486 specimens, 72 species. H' : 3.326. J': 
0.778. 
Polychaetes and oligochaetes each account for 45.5% of the fauna; the latter has in-
creased and the former decreased in relative abundance with respect to the last two surveys. The 
most abundant taxa arc the oligochaetes, Smithsondrilus hummelincki and Tubificoides motei, 
and the polychaetes Tharyx spp. and Mediomastus californiensis. The most abundant species in 
the previous two surveys have declined substantially or disappeared. Species richness has almost 
tripled relative to the previous two surveys and diversity has correspondingly increased. Organ-
ism abundance is more than twice that for August 1991 and four times greater than in January 
1992. 
Station 13a: East side of ICWW opposite the Florida Power & Light discharge canal. 
Depth: approximately 1.5 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with algal turf and algae-covered rocks. 
Faunal totals: 563 specimens, 48 species. H': 2.571. J': 0.664. 
Polychaetes contribute a greater percentage ofthe fauna than in January 1992 (51.9 
versus 43.2%), but still a much smaller proportion than in August 1991 (83.9%). Oligochaetes 
are the next most abundant (32.0%). Peracarid crustaceans have declined, especially relative to 
January 1992 (41.5% down to 1.8%), while nemertine worms and molluscs have increased at 
least slightly relative to both previous surveys. The most abundant taxa arc the oligochaete, 
Smithsondrilus hummelincki, and the polychaetes Aricidea catherinae and Sphaerosy/lis sp. 
Aricidea catherinae has apparently largely replaced A. philbinae. (The text of the report for 
August 1991 referred incorrectly to A. taylori as the abundant Aricidea at this station; Table 1 in 
that report has the species correctly identified as A. philbinae.) Organism abundance is much 
greater than in both preceding surveys; species richness is about the same as in January and twice 
that for August 1991. Diversity is correspondingly much greater than last August and slightly 
lower than in January. 
Station 14: East side of ICWW opposite northern margin of Southport Turning Notch. 
Depth: approximately 1.5 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with algal turf and numerous algae-
covered rocks. Faunal totals: 278 specimens, 51 species. H' : 3.024. J': 0.769. 
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Oligochaetes are the dominant organisms (58.3%), although they are not numeri::ally 
more abundant than at several other stations. Polychaetes account for 24.5% of the fauna. Pera-
carid and ostracode crustaceans have declined substantially relative to January 1992 back to 
levels similar to August 1991. The most abundant species are the oligochaetes Smithsondrilus 
hummelincki and Tubificoides motei. Previously abundant species, Aricidea spp. and several 
crustaceans, occur in much smaller numbers or have disappeared. Species richness is more than 
double that for August 1991 and is greater than in January 1992; diversity has increased corre-
spondingly. Organism abundance is about twice that for August but has declined to 82% of the 
January value. 
Station 17: Whiskey Creek"on a line directly east of station 14. Depth: 0.2 m. Bottom: 
Coarse shelly sand (incorrectly reported for August 1991 as fine muddy sand) with large shallow 
depressions and scattered clumps of filamentous algae. Faunal totals: 3650 specimens, 36 spe-
cies. H': 1.612. J': 0.450. 
This station continues to exhibit a fauna that differs strongly from all other stations. 
Peracarid crustaceans dominate overwhelmingly (76.4%). Polychaetes and molluscs have in-
creased in importance relative to the January 1992 survey but still account for about a third of 
their August 1991 contribution. The tanaidacean Kal/iapseudes aliciae (previously reported as 
Kalliapseudes sp.) is by far the most abundant organism (59.3% of all specimens); although 
occurring in greater numerical abundance than previously, its relative contribution is lower than 
in January and approaches that reported for last August. Other abundant taxa include the gastro-
pod molluscs, Caecum pulcheUum and C. imbricatum, the polychaete Ehlersia cornuta, the 
sipunculan Aspidosiphon sp. (probably the same as the species identified previously as A. albus), 
the tanaidacean Leptochelia rapax, the isopod Exosphaeroma productitelson and the amphipod 
Cera pus n. sp. The polychaete Nematonereis hebes again occurs here in greater numbers than at 
any other station, and the oligochaete Pectinodrilus molestus is reported in numbers for the ftrst 
time. The ostracode, Rutiderma darbyi, reported last August, has returned, while another species, 
Harbansus paucichelatus, recorded during the winter, has disappeared. Organism abundance is 
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twice that for August 1991 and 4.5x that for January. Although species richness is more than half 
again as great as in August 1991 and triple that recorded in January, diversity remains low due to 
the overwhelming dominance by a few taxa. 
Station 18: East side of ICWW opposite Southpon Everglades container dock. Depth: 
approximately 1 m. Bottom: Fine muddy sand with finely divided mangrove detritus, and algae-
covered rocks. Faunal totals: 839 specimens, 65 species. H': 3.026. ]': 0.725. 
Polychaetes dominate (56.5%) followed by oligochaetes (33.7%). Nemenine worms 
contribute more to this station than any other (5.7%). The most abundant taxa include the oli-
gochaetes, Tectidrilus gabriellae and Tubificoides motei, and the polychaetes Scoloplos rubra 
and Lumbrineris testudinum. Molluscs and peracarid and ostracode crustaceans remain at low 
levels relative to the previous two surveys. The most abundant species recorded previGusly 
either occur in much smaller numbers or have disappeared. Organism abundance has increased 
dramatically relative to both preceding surveys. Species richness continues to increase (65 spe-
cies relative to 51 in Jan 1992 and 24 in August 1991), although diversity is slightly lower than 
in January. 
Station 19a: Whiskey Creek on a line due east of station 18. Depth: 0.2 m. Bottom: Fine 
peaty mud with some sand and shell debris. Faunal totals: 285 specimens, 23 species. H': 1.459. 
J': 0.465. 
Polychaetes are the overwhelmingly dominant group (82.1 %), suggesting either that the 
habitat has changed or that a different localized microhabitat may have been sampled. In the 
previous two surveys, polychaetes accounted for no more than 25% of the fauna. All other 
groups have, as a result, declined in imponance. A few groups have increased slightly in numeri-
cal abundance, however, as a result of the great increase in total abundance. The polychaete, 
Capitella capitata, is the most abundant species and accounts for 68.1 % of the fauna. Organism 
abundance continues to increase; it is more than twice that reponed for January 1992 and six 
times that fOT August 1991. Species richness (23) is about the same as in January and twice that 
for the preceding August Diversity has decreased, however, due to the overwhelming abundmce 
of C. capitata. 
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C.2. Grab Samples (August 1991 & January 1992 Surveys) 
Tables 4 and 5 list raw data, Shannon-Weaver Diversity Indices (H') and evenness (I') 
for all samples by station and by replicate for the August 1991 and Ianuary 1992 surveys, respec-
tively. These data were submitted in previous reports but have been included here fOr reference. 
Please note that numbers of specimens recorded in the Ianuary 1992 survey for stations 1, 
8, 8a, 11 and 17 are twice those reported previously (report submitted April 1992). Due to their 
large volume, only 50% of the samples collected at these stations were sorted, in accordance with 
the methods described above (and in previous reports), but the data were inadvertently not 
doubled as they should have been to reflect the total abundance in each sample. The data now 
reflect our best estimate of organism abundances in those samples; discussions of the data incor-
porate this modification. 
C.3. Crab Census (August 1992) 
Table 6 lists all crab census data including numbers of burrows, species and specimens, 
diversity indices and evenness values. Of ground-dwelling crabs, Sesarma curacaoense is by far 
the most abundant taxon and occurs at all 7 stations west of the ICWW and one on the east side 
(sta. 16). The next most abundant species, Uca thayeri, is also largely restricted to stations west 
of the ICWW. The remaining species occur in similar small numbers and are found either west 
(Uca speciosa, Eurytium limosum) or east (U. rapax, U. pugilator) of the ICWW. 
Tree crab (Aratus pisonii) counts are lower than in either of the two preceding surveys 
(Aug. 1991, Ian. 1992); crabs were recorded at only one station adjacent to the turning notch 
(west of the ICWW), but were found at all three stations further north, away from the edge of the 
forest. East of the ICWW, A. pisonii was recorded inside the designated sampling area at sta-
tions 10 and 16. All crab census results are summarized below. 
Station la: Edge of red mangrove fringe adjacent to rip-rap at northeast comer of South-
port Tuming Notch. Crab census data: Sesarma curacaoense (13), U. thayeri (1), Uca speciosa 
(1), Uca sp. Guveniles) (2); Aratus pisonii (0 specimens in 1 tree/m2). Number of burrows by 
replicate: 170,52,179. Shannon-Weaver Diversity Index (H'): 0.800. Evenness (I'): 0.497. 
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Station 2: In dense red mangrove fringe 10 m north of Turning Notch and 10 m west of 
ICWW. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (13), U. thayeri (1), Uca sp. (juveniles)(I), Eurytium 
limosum (1); A. pisonii (0 in 1 tree/m1). Number of burrows by replicate: 128,103, 174. H': 
0.689. J': 0.497. 
Station 3: In dense red mangrove fringe 3 m east of natural drainage canal, 10 m north of 
Turning Notch. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (16), Uca thayeri (I), Uca sp. (juveniles)(l); A. 
pisonii (1 in 2 trees/m1). Number of burrows by replicate: 167, 140, 158. H': 0.426. J': 0.388. 
Station 4: In dense red mangrove fringe 10 m north of Turning Notch and approximately 
40 m west of drainage canal. Crab census data: S. curacaoense (12), Uca thayeri (1), Uca spe-
ciosa (3), Uca sp. (juveniles)(I), Eurytium limosum (2); A. pisonii (0 in 3 trees/m1). Number of 
burrows by replicate: 134,185,135. H': 0.822. J': 0.511. 
Station 5: In dense red mangrove fringe 30 m north of station 4. Crab census data: S. 
curacaoense (6), Uca thayeri (3); A. piSonii (Ion ground)(4 on 4 trees/m1). Number of burrows 
by replicate: 144, 112, 120. H': 0.898. J': 0.817. 
Station 6: In dense red mangrove fringe 3 m east of natural drainage canal and 10 m north 
of station 3. Crab census data: Sesarma curacaoense (10), Uca sp. (juvenile)(I); A.pisonii (2 in 
4 trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 200, 108, 162. H': 0305. J': 0.439. 
Station 7: In dense red mangrove fringe 30 m north of station 2. Crab census data: S. 
curacaoense (12), U. thayeri(I), Eurytium limosum (1); A. pisonii (1 on ground)(4 in 4 
trees/m2). Number of burrows by replicate: 186, 124,145. H': 0.720. J': 0.519. 
Station 10: In open area among scattered large red mangroves east of the center of small 
island on east side of ICWW north of northern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Crab census data: 
Uca thayeri (1); A. pisoni; (1 in 1 treelm2). Number of burrows by replicate: 17, 33, 53. H': O. 1': 
O. 
Station 12: On high ground among Australian pine trees at a point intersected by lines 
running due east from station 11 (north side of northern entrance to Whiskey Creek) and due 
north of station 13. Crab census data: no crabs, no burrows. 
Station 13: On sand among shrubby white mangroves north side of Whiskey Creek 
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approximately 20 m west of Nonh Ocean Drive bridge. Crab census data: Uca pugilator (6), U. 
rapax (1). No tree crabs. Number of burrows by replicate: 10,67, 16. H': 0.410. J': 0.592. 
Station 15: Among dense red mangrove fringe 35 m west of North Ocean Drive on line 
running east of north side of Turning Notch. Crab census data: No crabs in burrows or trees. 
Two unidentified juvenile crabs were seen on the ground. Number of burrows by replicate: 38, 
38,20. H': o. J': O. 
Station 16: Among red mangroves 110 m east of North Ocean Drive on line running due 
east of north side of Turning Notch. Crab census data: Sesarma curacaoense (1), Uca rapax (3, 
possibly 8); A. pisonii (3 on 1 trees/m1). H': 0.349. J': 0.503. The specimens from replicates 2 
and 3 (3 and 2 specimens, respectively) were lost during a move; they were most likely also U. 
rapax and have been treated as such in the diversity calculations. 
C.4. Crab Census (August 1991 and January 1992) 
Tables 7 and 8 list all crab census data including numbers of burrows, species and speci-
mens, diversity indices and evenness values for the August 1991 and January 1992 surveys. 
These data were submitted in previous repons but have been included here for reference. 
C.S. Hand Collections (August 1992) 
A total of 455 specimens representing 15 taxa were collected at the three hand collection 
stations. Table 9 lists all raw data, diversity indices and evenness values by station and by repli-
cate. Apart from barnacles, the two most abundant taxa at all three stations taken together are the 
same as in the last two surveys (August 1991 and January 1992): the gastropod Batillaria 
minima and the springtail insect Anurida maritima. The third taxon abundant in previous 
surveys, the barnacle Chthamalus fragilis, occurs in much smaller numbers in the current study 
and only at station 9. Results are summarized below. 
Station 9: Intertidal rubble in a red mangrove fringe protected from heavy wave action by 
adjacent rip-rap on the southwestern comer of a small island along the east side of the ICWW 
just north of the northern entrance to Whiskey Creek. Filamentous green and red algal mats 
cover portions of the shoreline. H': 1.395. J': 0.561. 
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Juvenile barnacles apparently belonging chiefly to the genus Balanus, and the gastropod 
Batillaria minima are the most abundant organisms, followed by the insect Anurida maritima. 
Barnacle cover varies widely due to variations in rock size and algal cover arnong replicates. 
Adjacent boulders (rip-rap) appear to suppon the same intenidal fauna as recorded in 
previous surveys (e.g., barnacles Chthamalusfragilis, Balanus spp. and Tetraclita squamosa; 
gastropods Siphonaria pectinata and Petaloconchus ?varians, and the bivalves lsognomon ala-
tus, Crassostrea virginica and ?Brachidontes exustus). 
Station 13: Intenidal muddy sand with numerous smail rocks, pebbles and shells on the 
north side of Whiskey Creek, about 15m west of the North Ocean Drive bridge; replicates taken 
between fringe of shrubby white mangroves and row of four mangrove seedlings closest to 
water's edge. H': 1.475. J': 0.615. 
The springtail insect Anurida maritima is the most abundant organism, followed by the 
gastropod Batil/aria minima. 
Station 17: Intenidal, coarse shelly sand and gravel with filamentous green algae, among 
partly algae-covered red mangrove roots and white mangrove pneumatophores with partly buried 
rocks, west side of Whiskey Creek, on a line running due east of the north side of the Turning 
Notch and about 500 m north of the footbridge. Meter transects were taken along the mangrove 
roots closest to the water's edge. H': 1.124. J': 0.578. 
The springtail insect Anurida maritima is the most abundant organism, followed by 
numbers of minute juvenile crabs probably belonging to the genus Uca. The possibility exists 
that these tiny brachyurans may be juvenile Sesarma or Aratus pisonii. 
The flat oysters,lsognomon alatus, attach to mangrove prop roots. 
C.6. Hand Collections (August 1991 and January 1992) 
Tables 10 and 11 list all raw data, diversity indices and evenness values by station and by 




D.I. Grab samples 
Tables 12 and 13 summarize numbers and percent abundances, respectively, for major 
taxonomic groups by station for all three surveys. Table 14 summarizes numbers of most 
common taxa by station for all three surveys. A total of 9,039 specimens were sorted and identi-
fied from the 33 grab samples (11 stations with three replicates each) in the August 1992 survey, 
more than twice as many as collected in either of the preceding two surveys (August 1991: 3981; 
January 1992: 4069). Relative to the August 1991 survey, all stations exhibit substantial increas-
es in total organism numbers (2x to 6x) with one exception: only half as many specimens were 
collected at station 1 (adjacent to the Turning Notch). Numbers of specimens per station in-
creased similarly (l.4x to 4.4x) relative to the January 1992 survey with two exceptions: 
numbers remained at about the same high level at station lOa, and declined by 17% at station 14. 
As another indication of the breadth of increased abundance, during the previous two surveys 
four or six stations included fewer than 200 specimens each; in August 1992, none did. 
Polychaete worms remain the most abundant group but have declined slightly in relative 
importance from the last two surveys (40.8% down from 46.1 % in January 1992 and 43.7% in 
August 1991) although they have doubled in absolute numbers. Oligochaetes have increased in 
numbers (and diversity) enormously relative to the last two surveys and now represent the third 
most abundant major taxonomic group. Peracarid crustaceans doubled in absolute and relative 
terms from August 1991 to January 1992; they have doubled again in numbers but constitute 
about the same proportion of the fauna as in January. They remain the second most important 
group (31.6%) as a result of the overwhelming abundance of the tanaidacean crustacean, Kal-
liapseudes aliciae (previously reported as Kalliapseudes sp.), at station 17. These specimens 
account for 24% of all organisms collected at all stations in this survey. Of the other inajor 
groups, the number and percentage of molluscs declined from August 1991 to January 1992 and 
increased again in the current survey, but have not reached last summer's levels. Numbers of 
sipunculans exhibit a similar pattern, but their relative contribution to the fauna remains as low 
as in January. Ostracodes exhibited slight absolute and relative increases from August 1991 to 
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January, but have declined in the current survey to below last August's levels. Nemenine w()nns 
doubled in numbers in the current survey but still represent, along with decapod crustaceans and 
echinodenns (list under "Others"), a very small component of the samples. 
Individual taxa exhibit substantial variations both among stations and surveys. Some of 
this is clearly habitat-related and some is probably seasonal. It is a strong possibility, however, 
that substantial between-station spatial patchiness and both within- and between-station temporal 
patchiness exists that cannot be identified with only three replicate samples per station and two 
surveys per year. 
With respect to habitat, station 17 in Whiskey Creek differs substantially from all others. 
It is a shallow, coarse sand bottom subject to rapid, bottom-winnowing tidal currents. Most taxa 
found here in abundance are rare or absent at other stations: Caecum imbricatum (Mollusca), 
Ehlersia cornu.ta and Ne11UJtonereis hebes (Polychaeta), Aspidosiphon ?albus (Sipuncula), and 
Exosphaero11UJ productitelson (Isopoda). The tanaidacean Kalliapseudes aliciae is also almost 
unique to this station; it is by far the most abundant organism here and generates, as a result. this 
station's low diversity. 
Station lOa, adjacent to the ICWW in a shallow creek exposed at extreme low tide, also 
exhibits several dominant taxa either rare elsewhere [Laeonereis culveri (Polychaeta)] or shared 
only with adjacent station 9 at the mouth of the creek [Leitoscoloplos fragilis (Polycha:ta), 
Cypritieis americana and Peratocytheridea setipunctata (Ostracoda)]. The latter two almost 
certainly represent the "unidentified podocopan" ostracode of the ftrst two surveys. Stations 9, 
lOa and 19a are the only stations ever exhibiting large numbers of the polychaete Capitella 
capitata, a species typical of disturbed habitats. 
Several taxa are widespread among ICWW stations (including station 9) but rare or 
absent from stations in the adjacent creeks: Mediomastus spp., Lumbrineris testudinum, Aricidea 
taylori (Polychaeta), and several tubificid oligochaetes. The polychaete Aricidea philbinae is 
largely restricted to the east side of the ICWW (including station lOa). A few taxa occur at most 
stations or in most habitats (usually excepting station 17): Caecum pulchellum (Mollusca), 
Pseudopolydora spp. (Polychaeta), Cerapus n. sp. and Grandidierella bonnieroides (Amphipo-
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da). 
Several features of the dataset suggest seasonal variations, although we have too few 
samples to be certain. At the three stations west of the ICWW, polychaetes constitute 81-86% of 
the fauna in January but only 50-70% in AuguSL Similarly, at the five shallow cast side stations 
(9, lOa, 13a, 14 and 18; the deeper station 11 excepted), peracarids constitute 20-41 % of the 
fauna in January but only 0.3-6.7% in August. Only four stations, however, exhibit seasonal 
variations in total numbCrs of organisms with fewer as expected in January (1, 8a, 11, 17). 
Station 17 appears to exhibit the strongest seasonal signal. Caecum imhricatum. C. 
pulchellum (Mollusca), Ehlersia cornUla (polychaeta), and Aspidosiphon albus (Sipuncula) are 
either absent or much less abundant in January. The ostracode Harbansus paucichelatus. by 
contrast, occurs here only in January. 
Diversity indices exhibit no consistent seasonal signal. August peaks occur at stations 1. 
8, and 17, while stations lOa, 13a, 18 and 19a exhibit highest indices in January. Diversity indic-
es decline at stations 8a and 9 but increase at stations 11 and 14 over the three surveys. 
As mentioned above, more than twice as many organisms were collected during the 
August 1992 survey as in either preceding survey. Although eight of the stations exhibit subitan-
tial increases in total organism abundances relative to both preceding surveys, the overall in-
crease can be traced to major increases in oligochaetes and polychaetes at six stations each, and 
an almost five-fold increase in peracarids at station 17 in August 1992. Accompanying increases 
in oligochaete and peracarid species richness does not uniformly translate into increased diversi-
ty indices due to the often overwhelming numbers of relatively few taxa. We have no definite 
explanation at present for the appearance in numbers for the first time of most of these taxa (e.g., 
the oligochaetes Pectinodrilus molestus. Smithsondrilus hummelincki. Tectidrilus gabriellae; the 
isopod E:wsphaeroma productitelson). nor is it clear why others have declined or disappeared 
(e.g., the polychaetes Glycera abranchiata. LeilOscoloplos fragilis). A few variations may be 
traced to the vagaries of taxonomic identification. Thus, many specimens identified as the poly-
chaete Mediomastus sp. in the first two surveys may actually be Mediomastus californiensis 
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which is abundant in the current survey: Similarly, as mentioned previously, ostracodes reported. 
as "unidentified podocopan" in the first two surveys almost cenainly belong to the same two 
species identified in the August 1992 survey (Cyprideis americana and Peratocytheridea seti-
punctata). 
Variations not due to habitat, season or taxonomy have several potential sources: 1) 
Three replicates/station may not be enough to accurately represent the spatial heterogeneity, or 
patchiness, of local populations. Although the most abundant taxa at any given station are u~ual­
ly found in all three-replicates, their numbers may vary by an order of magnitude. Replicates are 
taken within about 3 m of each other at each station. (Low visibility limits this precision.) Local 
habitat heterogeneity or, perhaps, patchiness of larval recruitment may vary on a larger but still 
highly localized scale. As a result, taxa such as Caecum pulchellum, Mediomastus californiensis, 
Pseudopolydora spp., Aricidea philbinae and Aricidea taylori, found in numbers at many but not 
all stations along the ICWW, may be recorded more uniforinly if sampled on a larger scale. 
2) Little is known about the life-history strategies and reproductive periodicities of most 
local taxa that may produce nonseasonal temporal variations. Some species likely maintain rela-
tively constant populations over multi-year periods while others are rapidly-cycling opportunists. 
3) Substantial faunal variations between surveys may, alternatively, reflect responses to 
changing environments. Potential natural sources of local environmental change include lor.ger-
term variations in freshwater run-off or the exposure over time of different sediments (e.g., ~and 
versus mangrove peat) due to erosion by waves and tidal currents. Anthropogenic sources in-
clude the obvious candidates in a heavily-trafficked port facility: pollution, dredging, turbulence. 
Anthropogenic disturbance may playa role in the appearance of large numbers of oli-
gochaetes (ICWW stations) and the polychaete Capitella capitata (stations 9, lOa and 19) as 
these taxa are typical opportunists in disturbed habitats. No identifiable source of disturbance, 
however, accounts for their pattern of appearance. Dredging of the Southport Turning Notch, 
mangrove mitigation, and emplacement of rip-rap was largely completed in 1990. It is unlikely 
that this pattern of faunal variation, first appearing in August 1992, is associated with those 
modifications to the local environment 
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We cannot definitely assess the possibility that the overall increase in organism abun-
dance is a response to more stable conditions following the cessation of dredging, mitigation and 
rip-rap emplacement because our data is not directly comparable with that of the previous con-
tractor. A limited comparison can be made, however. The following data treats only ICWW 
stations--those most likely to have been affected by the dredging-and omits stations 8a and 13a 
which were not sampled before August 1989. The previous contractor's figures are tripled (he 
sieved and sorted one-third of each sample). Total organism numbers are thus as follows: 
Before dredging: September 1988: 4233; January 1989: 1764. 
During dredging: August 1989: 1917; January 1990: 705; August 1990: 606. 
Post-dredging: January 1991: 1092; August 1991: 1331; January 1992: 1645; August 
1992: 2954. 
Taking into account apparent seasonal variations, organism abundances drop substantial-
ly during the dredging period and remain relatively Iowa year afterward (through August 1991). 
The data for the current year suggest a return toward estimated pre-dredging values. This appar-
ent trend will be examined in subsequent survey.s. Incomplete taxonomic data in the previous 
contractor's reports prevents us from comparing variations in faunal composition over the course 
of these surveys. 
D.2. Crab Censuses 
Crab census stations on the west side of the ICWW north of the Turning Notch continue 
to be dominated by the grapsid Sesanna curacaoense, accompanied by smaller numbers of the 
ocypodids Uca thayeri and U. speciosa, the xanthid Eurytium linwsum and ground-collected tree 
crabs, Aratus pisonii. Numbers are similar to those recorded in August 1991 except that S. 
curacaoense occurs in greater and U. thayeri in lesser abundance. U. speciosa, absent during the 
January 1992 survey, is again present. The tree crab, Aratus pisonii, occurs at fewer statiom and 
in smaller numbers than in August 1991. Only a single specimen waS collected atone station of 
the four immediately adjacent to the Turning Notch; we found it at all four stations of the tran-
sect further north within the mangrove forest (stations 4-7), although in smaller numbers than 
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during August 1991. 
The August 1992 sampling at station 10 (on a small mangrove island north of Whiskey 
Creek) records a single Uca thayeri. Station 12 again records no crabs. As mentioned in the last 
report, it is not clear that the spot identified as station 12 in August 1991 is the same as that used 
previously. Earlier sampling efforts recorded both Uca rapax and U. pugilator and the grapsid 
SesarnlJJ ricordi here. Directions provided to us by the previous contractor place this station on 
high ground where no crabs were observed. 
Station 13 continues to maintain a population of Uca pugilator and U. rapax. We collect-
ed no crabs at station 15 although two unidentified specimens were seen on the ground. 
Species definitely identified at station 16 are S. curacaoense and U. rapax. The fenner 
was last collected here by the previous contractor in January 1991, the latter in August 1990. 
D.3. Hand Collections 
Station 9 oontinues to maintain a typical intertidal fauna This survey records most of the 
species found in August 1991 and January 1992, although the barnacle Chtha11Ullus fragilis 
occurs in much smaller numbers than previously (at least within the area sampled). The number 
of species is about the same as previously and diversity is very slightly lower. 
Station 13 exhibits more species and a much higher diversity index than previously, the 
latter apparently due to the far fewer specimens (and reduced dominance) of Batillaria mim11Ul 
and barnacles. Fewer barnacles may be the result of the patchy distribution of the larger rocks 
that bamacles appear to prefer. Brachyuran crabs are more abundant and diverse (although still in 
small numbers) and the oyster, ?Crassostrea virgimca, appears here for the first time. 
Station 17 exhibits substantial increases in numbers of Anurida 11Ulritima and juvenile 
crabs, now the two most abundant taxa here, and now records a greater number of specimens 
than station 13. Species richness remains lower than at the other two stations, but slightly higher 
than in the previous two surveys. Species diversity has declined slightly due to dominance by the 
two most abundant taxa. 
The pattern of diversity indices among the three hand stations has changed: station 13 
now exhibits the highest index, followed closely by stations 9 and 17. The total number of organ-
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isms is about the same as in August 1991, but is only 74% ofthatrccorded in January 1992. 
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TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); August 1992. 
STATlON 1 8 Sa g 100 11 130 ,. 17 18 190 




UAclendfted ac:Iirian 1 1 
t PhYlum PlAm£lMNTI£S 
~_I 2 1 1 • 
UnidentiIed UboUarian 2 2 
I PhYlum NE~RT1NA 
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Uniderdlecl an::hi'lemet Iii .. 2 1 1 1 • 1 1 2 3 3 1 5 2 • 31 
orner PAl£QllEMERTEA 
F..,..,. CARINOWlAE 
Carinomella lac:laa 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2B 
Fami~ HUBRECHTIDAE 
Hubn!cl\1III1a dubia 3 1 3 • 1 3 4 1 1 • • 5 3 2 • S 18 .. 
Fami~ TUBllANlDAE 
T~?peIucWs 4 2 1 , 2 , , '2 
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TubuianUlIP.? 1 , 
PaIeone..".,,;ne n. sp. JLN 1'4 , , Un_ 
a 3 6 
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f IeI8lOl I81T18iti l 18 &P. A , , 2 
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T .. ~'M:lI'tci , 1 , S 
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Class GASTROPODA 
Famiv CAECDAE Caoo.m_.." 8 , • , 14 3 16 6 2 1 31 116 8 e m Caoo.m_"" 40 '30 '70 
--
2 , 2 , 6 
Fanjy VlTRINELLIlAE 




TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (II') and evenness. (1'); August 1992. 
STAllON 1 8 Sa 9 100 11 '38 ,. 17 18 180 




i.JIoViao<j .... """"" 1 1 
Fan'ily COR8lJl.IWO 
CorilUa """"""" 2 1 S 
FatTiiy WClllDAe 
PIoviIucina _ 2 1 S 
Fomivt.£SOOESMATDAe 
EM/iUD. 1 1 
FatTiI\l MYTIJDAE 
8r'achidoI11I9I"exuSZUII 1 1 
UI idetllifed mv1iIid 1 1 
Fomiv PETRICOUOAE 
?PetrlcoIalIP. (iIN.l 1 1 
Fan'iIy SOI.£QJRTDAE 
Tagelus cfi.;ous 1 1 1 3 
FIWYjl!< SI'ORTEU.DOE 
U, idelllffied 2 2 
FatTiIy TEu.N1llAE 
Ma<cma_ 3 • 10 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 31 
T eflna texan&. 1 1 
Famlv IlENERIIlAE 
Chiooo"- 2 2 • 
P ....... rique .. 6 6 




"""' .... 5 27 11 
43 
lID. 1 1 2 
nbo 1 1 1 2S 58 28 117 U __ 
1 1 
FotTily PARAONIOAE 
Ariddea C8i'1emae 5 1 1 1 73 19 :r7 1:r7 
Anddeaph/blnae 1 26 58 S8 130 17. 94 3 2 2 1 627 
-1I\'Iori • 9 7 10 8 27 81 53 1 5 9 3 1 2 3 223 
C· 1 • 1 1 7 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); August 1992. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 10& 11 130 ,. 17 18 1110 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
u--.' 1 2 3 
OderCOSSURIlA 
F"';1y COSSURIlAE c-n_ 
1 1 2 1 6 6 1 16 36 
0nI0r Sl'tCNIlA 
F.,..,. SI'IONIlAE 
P . ) Ionoidn1ll8 1 • 5 
PoIydonIa:x:iais 2 2 
--10. 1 1 
-
2 2 1 • 1 10 
. '-<bOld ... 1 2 2 6 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 3 • 7 11 1 2 5< 
Prioro,po sp. A 1 1 
10· 1 1 2 
.A 2 1 2 5 
.8 1 2 1 3 ,. 3 1 1 , 1 • 32 
-... 1 1 
....... , 1 
Spio """-
2 4 1 2 3 1 1 3 1 18 
Family CHAETOPTERIIlAE 1 1 
QDSOI'UTl 
F.,wyClRAAn.ut\I\E 
~- 1 , ~1a ... A 1 5 • ~1a1O. 1 1 • 1 1 3 11 
a-onelO. 2 2 
0nfannIIl ... A 1 1 2 
CintIoomaIO· 1 1 1 3 
dorIobI BllChiafia 3 6 2 1 21 2 12 1 3 ~ 11 , 20 '20 
.A 1 3 1 1 19 2 1 1 12 • 1 .. 
~ftedd_ 2 5 1 1. 1 :>S 
F_ ACROCIRRIlAE 
Maaod .. _IP. 1 1 
~,f;od aaocirrid 1 , 
0nI0r CAPfTEllIlA 
Fomlv CAPlTEl.LIlAE 
r ........ ~ ..... 1 1 196 50 411 1~ 120 63 5 1 48 .. 97 637 
MIHfu. • .. talb ..... 17 36 7 ,. 12 38 2 11 , 15 3 32 a 11 • 1 1 1 1 12 5 11 lB3 
. 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness 0'); August 1992. 
STATION 1 a 8a 9 100 11 138 
" 
17 18 190. 




____ II>. 1 1 
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AterioDIa c:rinII:I: 1 1 1 1 4 
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...... 1 1 
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" 
2 1 3 
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-
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ShpbSyh peIibco_ 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 11 :I 27 
TYDDOvlisl.- 1 1 
I.hd.,,1i1iod ovid 1 1 
F_I'EREDAE 
c..tntNiI inbbiia 1 1 
flmlyGl YCERIOAE 
--
I 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 10 
0I00r AMPHKlMDA 
F_~ 
Pnmphinomo IP. B 2 2 1 5 
()dor~ 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Augu.t 1992. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 10. 11 13a ,. 17 18 19a 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
FamilY EUNICIOAE 
Eurice vinata 1 1 
Marp/lysa sp. 1 1 
NernaZ»ne'eil hebe! 3 1 11 1 16 6 11. 55 
F,""" LU~RlNER!JAE , 
lumbrineris tenJis 1 3 1 5 
lumbrineris 18S!Udirum 13 9 6 8 9 8 1 9 3 1 1 6 2 3 1 7 3 3 2. 38 ' 34 189 
Lumbrineris wrriHi 1 1 6 8 
LlXrbrineris so. B 2 1 1 11 1 ' 2 1 19 
LlXTlbfineris SD. 3 1 
.:- 4 
Family ARABELLIOAE . 
Arabella nYJltidenlBta 1 1 
FamHy DORVLLEIOAE 
sD.A 12 3 51 66 
~iaduoluta 1 1 1 . 1 1 5 
PettibOneia sp. B I 1 1 
Scm s oeainam 8 4 2 1 1 18 
o-de< TEREBELLIOA 
Family PECTINARIlOAE , 
~nMaoouldi 1 1 
FamilY TEREBELLIlAE 
PoWOfTUS plumosus 1 1 
familY TRICHOElRANCHIOAE 
T erebeMides stroemi 1 1 1 3 
T.-I .... ,". 1 1 
FIWT1iV BOGl£IOAE 
Bogue8 enigmatial 1 2 2 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 17 
Q-def SABEUIOA 
Fa-niIV SABElLDAE 
BrancI1iomma n""'"""'-'aIa 1 1 
a..id'OOmma IP· 1 1 
Fabridola '1'. A 2 6 1 1 7 11 7 35 
_lIlttesp.A 1 3 2 6 
lkidenified _ 1 2 1 4 1 12 1 4 1 1 2 g 3 002 
Class OlIGOCHAETA 
FMliti CTENOORLIlAE 
nomasoma 2 2 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and eveIUJess (1'); August 1992. ' 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 100 11 13a ,. 17 18 19a 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 l' 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
Fam;~ TIJBIFICIDAE 
UI' MIOCU (lideS baaiatus 1 1 1 
, 
3 
Urmodnloides bamardi 2 3 • 3 5 12 1 3 33 
l imOodrioides rTlOf'IOhIaJs 5 !' 5 
Umndriloides rublcundus 7 2 13 1 7 2 1 3 11 1 , 48 
l.inrOdritOldeS uniampulalJs 1 1 
. 1- 2 
Linnodriloides !~ 2 2 • 
" 
5 1 3 H 3 2 12 48 
Pec1inodrlus oroIesIus 2 5 46 71 ' 00 
SmRhsondrilus hutTYn<lh:ki 6 10 10 20 3 26 5 3 2 56 3 11 43 48 54 38 27 2 " 369 , 
Smilhsondrilus minUSOJus 2 2 3 3 10 
Teclidriin bori 3 8 1 20 3 3 6 2 1 3 20 3 73 
T ectidrilus aabriellae 3 2 26 16 10 5 16 2 5 1. • 15 34 26 1'/8 
ThalassodriidH guow;1Sd1l 13 19 8 1 1 2 
, 
.. 
Tubift_ bem"tJdae , 3 2 2 3 '2 3 2 2 5 , 2 5 ' , 9 53 
Tubiicoides motel 5 ,2 7 26 23 48 • 37 5 38 3 35 2 
, , 
' 9 7 '3 ' 2' '43 90 , 1 445 
TuM_ .,.,...;dUClU$ , 2 3 , 26 2 1 • 2 1 ' 1 
. . 1 45 
Unidentified tubiflcid 5 2 , 2 3 13 








P_ion crypllJS , 2 3 
Un __ ~
• • 
I PhYlum ARfHROPCDA 
i ........ , Q£l.ICERATA 
Class PVCNQGONIOA 








TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stalions: raw data, diversity (II') and evenness (1'); August 1992. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 lOa 11 13a 14 17 18 190 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
Forni. SARSIELJ.IOAE 
Sarsiela disoaniis 1 1 
Satsiella zostericDla 1 1 2 
Famliv RUTIlERMATDAE 
Rutiderma darbvl • 3 7 
RUIidam1._ 1 1 
Fami~ PHILOI.£DIDAE 
Harbansus paucitlelab.JS -1 1 
_SUSSO. 1 1 
Subclass P<XXlCOPA 
F .... ~ CYTl£RIJIDAE 
CVorideis americana 42 36 78 
selipunctata ' 2 49 38 4 93 
Fami~ BAIROIIDAE 
Neonesidea SD. 1 1 
Class MALACOSTRACA . -
On::Ier MYS IQACEA 
lJnidel1lified mvsid 2 5 7 
QrderCUMACEA 
Famiy OIASTYtIOf<E 
Oxyurosty~. smilllli 1 1 
Faml~ NANASTACIOAE 
CIITlOila "'" 1 1 2 
Family PSEUOOCUMIDAE 
VaL<1Ihlmsonia d. _ 1 1 
-VaunthomlOnia d. miror 1 1 
Orde< TANAIOACEA 
Famil\' KALJ.IAPSEUDIOAE -. 
-Kaliapseudes atidae 1 1 3 418 g,5 830 2166 
Famiy PARATANAJOAE . 
Leptcche6araoax 1 1 35 107 1311 . 283 
Qder ISOPOOA 
ForniI\' HYSSURIDAE 
Xenarwtuabmitelson 1 1 2 
Fami~ ANTHURIDAE 
AmalwsaMua magnillal 3 1 • 8 
Famiiv SPHAEAOMATIOAE 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness 0'); Augu~t 1992.' 
STATlON 1 8 Sa 9 lOa 11 13a 14 17 18 19a 
REPL.K:ATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
ExosDhaeroma crodt.<:1lll!lson 43 115 80 218 
Order AMPHIPCDA 
Famiy AMPElISCIDAE 
","",I ... abdia 2 2 
Famoly AMPfTHOIDAE 
Unidentified ampithoid 2 2 4 
Fani~ AORlDAE 
Lembo! unicomls 1 1 2 
Rutilemboides naQlei 5 5 
F"";IY COROPHIIDAE 
Cempus n. sp. 2 2 3 69 50 126 Gra"ldid __ 
2 ~ . 3 7 12 
Unidentified corophiid 1 2 2 2 .2 9 
Famiv LIl.JEBORGIIDAE 
Uridendfied Ir,-.,iid 2 2 
FarmlY OEDICEROTIDAE 








_ tIoridanus 1 1 1 3 
Unldendfied alpheici 1 1 1 3 
FarmlY PROCESSIDAE 
Pnxe ... sp.~ 1 ,,' . 1 2 
Infraorder ANOMJRA 
l.Iniden1ified arotTlJratl 1 1 
Infraorder lHALASSlNlDEA 
Uoooebia vasaue~ 1 1 1 , 3 
· Intracr<Ier BRACHVURA 
Fami~ w.JIDAE 
Pilho t1erminiefi 1 1 
. 
Unidentified 1 1 
Phylum E~INOOERMATA 
Class OPHIUROIJEA 
Uniden1ified ootiuroid 1 2 1 1 2 7 
TABLE 1. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H ') and evermess 0'); AuguSt 1992. ' 
STATION 1 8 8a 9 100 11 138 14 17 18 19a 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
aas. HCX.OTJ-lJROl:EA 
ll'1iden,1Ied hololhuroid 1 1 1 1 1- , 1 1 7 
~ 1 3 7 2 1 9 8 4 10 ~ 2 50 
TOTAL 56 92 53 1~ 117 276 53 243 90 270 219 209 328 500 ~ 229 86 171 181 187 195 15/; 69 53 72S 1<33 1492 197 282 360 61 60 164 9<X!9 
TOIaI.specie9 (by 18fJf1C8fe~ 18 18 20 2S 24 33 13 28 19 14 32 19 10 19 11 33 37 40 24 26 32 36 18 18 18 20 2S 35 38 42 10 9 13 179 
H" (by ,.~ica!el 2.259 2.B61 2.661 2,530 2.625 2,885 1,a!2 2,'Zn 1.a!3 1.122 2,485 2.159 '.249 1.815 1.679 2,664 3,185 2.851 2.102 2,485 2.491 2,859 ~236 ~~ 1. ... 1 . .(70 1.696 ~745 2.032 2.8<4 0,647 0.1198 1.541 
J' (bv reoIic:atel 0.782 0.921 0,888 0,7B6 OB26 0.825 0.714 0,699 0,622 0,425 0.711 0,733 0,542 0.616 0,700 0.762 0,882 o,m 0.662 0.757 0,719 0.7911 D.nl, 0.845 0.558 0.491 0,521 'o,m 0,735 0.788 0,36a 0,~8 0.601 
T 0IaI • species (by .ta'Of\) 38 52 38 41 23 72 48 51 36 85 23 
H" fbv .ta'on) ~B67 2~74 2,3<)4 2,129 1.712 a~ 2571 3.02' 1.612 3.0211 1,459 
J' (bv ,"Iion) 0.733 0.753 0,633 0.573 0,546 o.ne 0,664 0.769 0.450 0.725 0,465 
TABLE 2. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups in Grab Collections; August 1992. 
STATION 1 8 8a 9 10a 11 13a 14 17 18 19a TOT 
NEMERTINA 7 21 10 11 0 12 30 5 5 48 1 150 
MOLLUSCA 1 8 3 17 16 18 31 14 326 22 1 465 
POLYCHAETA 140 226 242 598 912 221 292 68 278 474 234 3685 
OLiGOCHAETA 45 189 119 59 30 221 180 162 61 283 19 1431 
SIPUNCULA 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 176 0 4 181 
OSTRACODA 0 0 0 2 166 0 2 2 7 2 4 185 
PERACARIDA 0 3 9 2 3 1 10 13 2790 3 20 2854 
OTHER 8 5 3 9 3 12 18 14 7 7 2 88 















TABLE 3. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups by Pen:ent Occum:nce in Grab Collections; Aug. 1992. 
STATION 1 8 8a 9 10a 11 13a 14 17 18 
NEMERTINA 3.48 4.65 2.59 1.58 0.00 2.47 5.33 1.80 0.14 5.72 
MOLLUSCA 0.50 1.77 0.78 2.44 1.42 3.70 5.51 5.04 8.93 2.62 
POLYCHAETA 69.65 50.00 62.69 85.67 80.71 45.47 51.87 24.46 7.62 56.50 
OLIGOCHAETA 22.39 41.81 30.83 8.45 2.65 45.47 31.97 58.27 1.67 33.73 
SIPUNCULA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 4.82 0.00 
OSTRACODA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 14.69 0.00 0.36 0.72 0.19 0.24 
PERACARIDA 0.00 0.66 2.33 0.29 0.27 0.21 1.78 4.68 76.44 0.36 
OTHER 3.98 1.11 0.78 1.29 0.27 2.47 3.20 5.04 0.19 0.83 












TABLE 4. Grab Collection SllI.tions; T3W data, diversity (H') and evenness 0'); Aug. 1991. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 100 11 130 ,. 11 18 190 
REPUCATI' 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 i 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 




Unidentified actirian 2 1 1 • 
! f'hykJm NElJERTINA 
Odor ARCHINEMERIEA .. 
F ..... CEPHALOlHRJCiDAE ~ 




Carlnomella Iactea? 6 • 2 2 6 2 2 24 
Fami~ HUBAECHTlDAE 
Hubrechtella dubla? 10 3 13 
F.,m, TUBUANIDAE 
T.A>ular<Js peI1ucidus? • 2 6 2 ,. 
Tubulanus rhabdorus 2 2 
Qdor HETI'RONEr-ERIEA 
FamilV LINEIDAE . 
Ut"eldsp.A • 2 8 
Unidentified nemenlnt 2 • 2 8 
, . 
f'hykJm MCllUSCA 
Class POL YPlACOPHOAA 
F..mv ISCHNOCHrrONDAE 





~tremisas. suppressus • • . . 
PIeooJmaIaxis balesi 2 2 
Famiy CAECIDAE 
caecum mbricatun 138 12 210 
CaeaJITI=lcheIIum 2 34 2 2 • 8 10 2 2 1 • 1 12 12. 811 8 34 31' 
Meioceras niridlm 2 2 • 
F ..... CEAITHOAE 
Cerithium sp. 1 1 
Oi&sD'na variU'T1 2 2 
TABLE 4. Grab Collection Sta!ions: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Aug. h991. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 100 11 138 ,. 17 18 190 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
Q-der CAENOGASTROI'OOA 
F ..... ~pyRAMIOEllIlAE 
TUtbcniia .p. 2 2 
Subclasa OPIS1HOBRANCHIA 
Fan;~ BULUDAE 
B\llallriala • 10 1 1 2 18 
Bullasp.? , 1 
Fami~ HAMlNOElDAE 
Haminoea mltillarum , 1 HMinoea_ 
2 2 • 
Ha'ninoea suc:tinea 2 6 1 3 12 





Unidentified kJcinid 2 2 
F.mi~ TEWN1!lAE 
Te~na anIObrina 2 2 
Teiinamenl 2 , 3 
TellinasD.?lb"""l 1 I , 
Macomasp. • 2 2 3 
, 
11 
FMiIII SOLECURTIlAE I 
TaoeIus chisus 1 1 1 
F,,",i~ VENERIDAE 
Anomalocardia auberiana 1 1 
Order MVOIDA 
F_ CORIIU.IlAE 
COrtlUa <X>n1nI<1a 2 2 
Unidentified ilNerjle ~vaJ", 2 
.1 2 
• PhvUnANNElDA i 
Class POl VCHAETA I 
Q-der ORBINIIDA 1 
Forni~ ORBINIIDAE ·1 
L · 
.- S 1 7 26 32 I 71 Le;""",- SD. 2 2 I • 
F,,",i~ PARAONIDAE 1 
Ariddea ohHbin. 6 2 • 6 7 
zg 7 31 00 28 • 20 9 
, 66 
" 
.. 2 2[ 8 • 8 368 
TABLE 4. Grab Collection S~ti~ns: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Aug. 1991. 
STATION 1 8 sa 9 100 11 130 ,. 17 ' 18 190 
" 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAX~ 




O_pia uncinaIa 2 2 4 
Ptiydoraoociali. 2 2 8 10 
Prionoopio- 26 12 ,. 4 • 2 • 8 5 5 10 2 2 1 1 10 1 2 2 2 117 
nUItnrd'iaIa 2 2 2 8 
I'58<J ,~, 2 & 8 11 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 18 32 2 1. ,7 113 
5~o .. tti_ 2 2 
UOOenIiIled spicrid 2 2 1 5 2 12 
FamiY ClRRA1U.iOAE 
CauUerieila killariensis • 2 2 2 10 
Cirriformia sp. A 2 2 • 
Cirrbmia ••. ? • 2 • 10 




.' CaoiIeIIa c:aoitara & 1 1 19 1 3 1 2 34 
IuTlbric::Dides • • 
[)ecamastuB SD. 1 1 
HetltrOmasbJI fIIiformis 1 1 
MediomasU coi_ 2 2 
Modiomastl.a ... 48 38 • 2 1 • 10 26 2 1 2' • 2 • 2 2 185 
NoIOlTlaStUl _Ipodus 2 . 2 
Order PHVU.ODOCI~ 
Famly 5YlL1lAE 
E""""""_ 2 2 ,-
Exoocned_ • 1 5 1 8 • 25 
OdoolDSvllis "...,,,", 2 2 
• 2 • 
. is .. 2 2 
-50_III risen 2 8 2 2 12 
50haeroovli. ravtori 2 • • 
"ID. 3 3 
5 • 1 • 9 
Syillis CDmura 2 2 12 • 3 1 152 28 148 352 
~ontitlod lyilid 2 2 
, 
TABLE 4. Grab Collection Stations; raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Au~. 1991. 
STAllON 1 8 80 9 10a 11 1Sa 14 17 18 1911 
REPUCAlE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
T~ 
FamilY NEREIlAE 
L_' aJI¥IIIi 3 3 
Family GLYCERIOAE 
GI.Icora -..:hi"'" 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 4 2 3 6 1 31 
oroer AMi'HINOMIOA 
Family AMPHINOMi!lAE 





Nema1Dr'lef8is hebes 2 2 2 24 12 52 94 
Familv LUlillRINERIDAE 
Lumbr'ileril Y81'ri1ll 4 4 4 4 2 3 2 2 2 10 - 37 --
--l_norillP. 2 2 • 
FamiJy ARABB.l.IOAE 
AIa_rnJIMl 2 - 2 
Family OORVUEDAE 
,A 2 2 
_bonoia IP. A 2 2 
Order lEREllEllDA 
F..,,1v TRICHOBRANCHIlAE 
Tereboilidos_ 2 2 
Order SABELLIlA 
F.."iJy SAIlELLDAE 
B_n' 2 2 2 8 32 • 1 2 8 51 
F_lri_ 2 2 
UridenlllIed saboIid 1 2 3 
CIasa OUGOCHAETA 
F8ITiIV TUBFICIOAE 
_I .. ~ 1 . 1 
Umnodriloidos boaJaIuo 1 1 2 u_._ 
1 1 1 1 2 6 
Urmodriloidos nA>icu1cI. 3 U 2 ,. 
Uniden1i1led 1 __ 
-, • • 
-
... 2 2 
S_Ul ... • 2 2 2 • 1 2 . 17 
T ecddrla.. wtmJCXIIUI 18 8 2 2 2 2 2 36 
T_rno1II 10 2 • 2 2 • 1 8 37 
, 
TABLE 4. Grab Collection Sta,lions: IlIW data. diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Aug. 1991. 
STATlON 1 8 8a g lOa 11 130 ,. 17 18 1911 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXa-I 
Utidentifted 1UbiftOd 10 10 2 6 8 2 7 • 2 1 2 5 2 12 2 • 79 
II'hYUn SlPUNCL\A 
C1ass PHASCOlC&lMATIr.EA :,. 
Qdor ASPIDOSIPIOIIFORMES 
fomi~ ASPiDOSIPHGlIDAE 




PhascoIiOn ... a a 
I PhytumARTHAOPOOA 
1 Subchvlum CRUSTACEA '1 
C .... OSTRACODA 
Subdas.MY~A 
Qdor MYO!JOCOf'NA . 
FamilY RUTIDERMATIDAE 
Rutiderma dartM 2 20 211 48 
Subdass PCDOCOPA I Un_.1ed poci>cxJ!>Bo , 4 "l7 1 129 88 a 
r 
10 12 m , . " . 
c.... MALACOSTRACA , 
CJotjer MYSIDACEA 
Uridenliled ... sid 1 2 3 
QdorCUMACEA 
Unidentified Qnnaoean 1 2 1 • 
Qdor TANAIOACEA 
FWTiIy I<AlLI'.PSEUlIlAE 
Koliapoeudes ... 230 34 2110 544 
Fami~ PARATANAIDAE 
lep_elias •. 1 1 6 ' . 8 
Qdor ISOP<XlA 
. Uridenlifted isoood A 10 2 a 20 
l.Wdenlified isopod B • 2 • 
Oller AMPHIPOOA 
Fsmiy AMPITHOIOAE 
ex'IT""" 2 1 3 
Fami~ COROPHIlDAE 
eerapusn .... 2 • • 1 13 6 2 1 33 
TABLE 4. Grab Collection Sta,lions: ra,w data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); Aug. 1991. 
sr ... TlON , 8 sa 9 ,Oa 
" 
'30 ,. '7 '8 '911 
REPLICATE , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 S , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 S , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 , 2 3 
TAXa>! 
Gfard-.llabom_ 6 2 2 2 , • • 2 Zl F"';~ LlUJEBORGIOAE 




Penaeu .... 2 , 3 
I-l_CARIOEA 
FamilY ALPHEIOAE 
A_us ftoridarus 2 2 , • "- , 
Aloheus SP .... 2 2 
· Fami~ PROCESSlOAE 
Processa d . W:ina , , 
Fam~ PALAE!.O'IJOAE 
Periclimenes SD. 2 2 
Infraordor THAlASSINlOEA 
FamilY UPOGEBHOAE 
Uooaebia affinis 2 2 • 
In_or ANOMJRA 
FamilY OlOGENIOAE 
Clibanarius aJbensis 2 2 
FamilY PAGURIDAE 
P .... 2 2 
Pagurus d . s1impsoni 2 2 
1"-BRACHVURA 
F"';;' PORTUNIOAE 
Uniden;fied portUlid , , 
Fami~ PINNOTHERIOAE 
Pinrixasp. , , 
Familv XANTHIOAE 
· Pane_. so. 2 2 • 
· Subphyk6n CHELICERATA 
Class PVa.oGQNlOA 




TABLE 4. Grab Collection Sl$i.ons: IjIw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Aug. 01991. 
STATION 1 8 Sa 9 100 11 13a 14 17 '8 190 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON '. 
Amohiodia 1M:tr1a' 2 
" 
2 2 10 
Class HCl.OTHURO!(EA 
Unidefllified _ (ju\I) 
• 2 " 
2 2 t: 14 
TOTAL ' 194 11. 112 66 26 66 32 92 54 40 63 141 2. 201 191 126 50 46 17 36 133 17 100 32 898 116 808 14: 28 102 4 20 24 3961 
T otaJ • species l~ "';ic:a!eJ 26 22 22 11 10 10 9 17 12 15 23 23 9 13 9 21 8 10 8 13 16 3 12 13 17 5 15 .7 .~ 8 19 1 4 6 
H" (by ",pi:ate) 2.718 2~14 2.566 1.876 ~098 U75 un ~ ... ~133 2.415 2.849 2 .... 1.870 1.194 1.281 2~ 1.334 1.893 1.588 1.974 1.874 0.578 1.893 ~1XI2 1.i175 1.375 1.1103 1.iM6; ' .1:109 2.417 0.000 1.260 1.414 
.r (by replica1e) 0.834 0.813 0.830 0.782 OJU1 0.814 0.900 0.867 0.859 0.892 0.909 0.780 0.851 0 .... 0.583 0.837 0.S41 0.822 0.764 0.769 0.804 0.526 0.762 0.786 0.607 0.854 0.703 1.000 ' . ~118 0.821 .0.000 0.923 0.822 
Tolal. sped .. (by , .. ;on) 51 21 28 34 19 26 23 21 21 ' .' 2' 10 117 
H' (by ,ram) 3.162 2.306 2.808 2.868 1.397 2.549 1.985 ~129 1.961 , ~879 2.109 
.r (bysiaml 0.804 0.757 0.843 0.813 0.414 0.782 0.633 0.699 0.644 { ~843 0.91S 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (If') and evenness 0'); Jan. 1992. 
STAT1CJ'j 1 8 Sa 9 lOa 11 138 14 17 18 111a 
REPLICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 t 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXCN 
I PhYIJrn PLAT'fl£LMINTlES • 
CIa .. TURBEUARIA 
uniden,lied nm;1arian 3 3 
I f'hy\Jm NE",RT!N.\ 
Order ARCHINE",RTEA 
Family CEF'HAlOTHRICIOAE 
CeoIlalo1tVicid so. (.A N 114, 2 2 
Order PAlECNE",RTEA 
FamilY CARINOMIDAE 
CarinomeIa Iadea? 2 2 
Feniiv HUBREClfTIlAE 
Hubr.clltella dubio? 6 8 8 2 20 
PaIeonemer1ine n ... A (UN "4) 2 2 1 2 2 1 7 17 
Paleonemenine n. so. B 2 2 
PaJeonemenine n. so. JlN 103 2 1 1 2 2 1 9 
lkidonL 2 2 ,.. . . 1 3 1 9 
Order HOPl.~RTNA .. 
undent hooIonemenine '0. A 2 1 1 • 
lJr;d&n'd1ied nomen .. ",. A 1 2 1 1 J 2 8 





Nenana \'iminea 7 7 
Famiy CAECIDAE 
c-:un 4 1 2 6 8 3 22 
F.."iy POTAMDIOAE 
BatiHaria minina . 2 2 
Subclass OPlSTHOllllANCHl 
Feniiv ACTEOCNDAE 
Acteodrw. CWldei 1 1 
Family BUlLIlAE 
BUIa strilda 1 1 2 
Family HAMINOEIDAE 
H;mnoea ?antillarum 1 1 2 
Haninoea lua:inea 9 8 10 1 28 
ClauBIVAlVlA 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection Stations: f3.w data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); Jan. 1£'92. 
STATION 1 8 sa 9 lOa 11 13a ,. 17 18 190 




o\Ialpsis _Ii 2 2 
Order PTEROIOA 
Family LUCINIDAE 
Ungasp.? 1 1 
Fa"'" lELlINDAE 
Macoma oonstricta 2 1 8 3 7 1 1 3 3 29 
FamPv VENERIOAE 
AnomaIocarcia .......... 1 1 
Chione cancel ... 2 2 
Order MYOIDA 
Famiy L YONSIIOAE 
Lvonsia hv8ina 1 , 
PI1yLm ANNaDA 
Class POL YCHAETA 
Q-der ORBINIIDA 
FarriIY ORBINlDAE 
Lei1DS<Xllol*>" ftlIiotw 1 ,9 19 3Il 
LeitoSOOODlo1 fraallis '0 1 5 1 17 
Leitlscoloo>qo ••• 15 15 
Fatrd~ PARAONIOAE _ca_ 
2 6 ,8 5 31 
Aridd ... phHbinae 4 2 31 21 20 73 83 97 2 13 11 ,. 18 20 9 4 I 1 2 431 
Ariddea laViori 18 20 16 311 104 40 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 247 
_ so. 1 1 
Order SPIONIJA 
Fami~ SPIONIOAE 
Po>ydIora social. 1 1 
"""'dora so. A 2 2 
.. crista. 2 4 2 6 1 1 12 10 4 3 3 1 1 1 .1 52 
PrIonospio-"-aIB 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 1 1 15 
PronosDio so. A 2 2 1 5 
PrIonospio ... 1 1 
.A 2 2 2 2 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 21 
SOoelepis sooamaIB 1 1 2 Soio __ 
1 1 2 1 1 6 
TABLE S. Grab Collection Statio~: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Jan. 1992. 
STATION 1 8 eo 9 10& 11 130 1. 17 18 HIli 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
, 
· 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXOO 
Unidonlified .Dionid 1 1 
Family CIRRATUlIlAE 
COUIIerielJa Sp. A • 9 I 1 2 1 3 7 • : '8 6 1 45 
COUlloriella sp. B I I 1 3 
ClrriIormJa sp, A 2 2 8 12 
Qrrifoonia sp. 5 ,2 
" 
2 
ThaJVx_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 
ThaJVx sp. A 1 1 
Unidentified cirratIJlid 2 2 • 
Q-dor CAPrTElUJA 
F!WOiIV CAPITElUJAE 
CaD'ell. canIB 2 8 79 51 1 S 10 154 
MaalDbrand1us 8p. I I 
Mediomas1Us caI_ 
• 1 5 
Medioma .... so. 2 8 • 2 6 8 ' 20 2 l' 2 2 3 1 3 3 1 2 81 
Notomastus arnericarvJs 6 6 
Q-dor OPHElIlDA 
FanW OPI-£LUOAE 
Almandia~ 1 I 1 3 
Order PHVLLOOOCIDA 
Farnl~ POL YNOIDAE 
Harr,.Alioa 10. B 
Family SIGAlIONIJAE 
5r.enelais boa 1 1 
Farni~ SYLUJAE 2 2 
Brania wellf\eetenSil 2 2 
Branlasp.A 1 2 3 
Braniasp, I 1 
Ehlersia aJrnJl8 2 I I 1 12 • 2 23 
Ex"","" disoa' 2 I 3 
E-"'sp. 1 1 
~Iisenopla 2 1 'I • 
His 3 13 I • 
.. 1 1 
isM"'; 2 2 1 1 6 
So_iii. tayIoIi 8 2 2 3 1 1 17 
Sphaoro6yli. sp, 6 1 1 1 9 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection Stations: rliW data, diversity (II') and evenness 0'); Jan. 1m. 
STAllON 1 8 8a 9 100 11 138 1. 17 18 190 
REPlICATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 , .. 2 3 1 2 3 
TAlOl 
5 ... ", .. 11. 3 1 1 12 
" 
2 2 1 2 1 2 3 .. 
lklidentifted sylid 1 1 
FamiV NEREIOAE 
Laeonereis c;uI\I8ri 1 56 101 53 211 
NoreIs faIsa 2 2 2 6 
Steninonereis martini 1 1 2 
Unidomified .- 1 1 
Fam!Y GLYCERIDAE 
G,""""ab~ 6 2 • 10 33 9 15 6 2 2 1 5 2 8 .2 7 ' 8 
, 121 
Glyoetll so. C 2 2 
Glvceta SD. 6 20 10 10 9 5 1 3 1 1 66 
lklidenl !>hvlodocibm~ A 2 1 3 
Qdef AMPHINOMIIlA 
Fami~ AMPHINOMilAE 
P . 9 , 1 
Qdef EUNICIIlA .' 
F ........ EUNICIIlAE 
Nerre ....... _ 
2 • 12 
,. 2 301 
uridonIifiecj -
I 1 
Fam!Y LUMBRINERIlAE .' 
Lunbtineris ....... 1 2 - 3 
Lumbti1eris verriUi 1 1 2 1 2 8 •  11 8 301 
Lumbtileri •• p. 9 2 2 
It.mtlineris .p. 2 2 
Famiv DORVUEIlAE 
.A 2 1 3 
Cl!ivY01nlCI'e sp. 11 11 
Qdef TEREBELlIlA 
. FamivTRICHOBRANCHIlAE 
T 8I'8be41ides I1rDemi • 4 2 2 1 2 1 16 
T..-Ilidessp. I 1 
Qdef SABELlIDA 
FamilY SABELlIOAE 
9_ I 1 1 3 
F_ ... A 2 1 8 1 12 
ClaM a.iGOCHAETA 
F ........ TUBFICIlAE 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Ian. 1992. 
STAllON 1 8 Sa g 100 11 130 ,. 17 18 190 
REI'llCATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXCH 
SUbclass POIlOCOPA 
Unidentified . 76 .. 'S1 8 .. 2ll 5 1 38 7 1 3 5 • 20 320 
Class !.W..ACOSTRACA 
Order MYSDACEA 
Uidentilled myoid 2 2 
Order CUMACEA 
Famly_DlASTYLIDAE 
Oxvurostvlis SD. A 9 12 33 5 7 5 3 2 6 2 10 3 1 6 104 
F"';~ BOOaTRIDAE 
ct. vaia"la 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Order TANAIDACEA 
Famlv KAUJAPSEUlJlJAE 
Kalil 242 186 150 1 1 580 
F"';~ PARATANADAE 
"".,"" • 2 7 30 15 1 1 3 • 3 1 71 Un ___ 
1 1 2 
Order ISOPaJA 
Fami~ HYSSURIDAE 
XononIhura bre~ .. 1son 11 1 12 
FMlIv CIROlANIlAE 
E~IP. 2 2 • 
F.mi~ IIlOTEIllAE 
Eridlsonella anenualll 1 1 
Order AMPHIPalA , 
F"';~AMPHIl.OCHDAE 
UnidenlHlod 1 1 
FanJi~ BATEIDAE 
Batea catharilensis 2 2 
Familv COROPHIIDAE 
Call1DUS n. ID. 1 32 31 ., 42 3 -~. 5 23 34 2 2 2 242 
Grandldula boil_ 8 . • • 17 13 8 5 52 22 2 16 5 8 23 13 2 8 I. 22 I • 18 5 281 
Fam" lIlWEBORGlJoI\E 
Unidant lilieboroid lfraol , 1 
Fami" MEGALUROPIQAE 
GibboroaullT1Yersi 1 1 
Order IlECAPOIli\ 
~CARIlEA 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection SIlI,lions: I1Iw'data, diversity (H') and evenness (1'); Jan. 199'i. 
STATlON 1 8 88 9 100 11 130 14 17 18 1110 
REPUCATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 .. 2 3 1 2 3 
TAXON 
Umnodriloides boaJIatus 1 ,. 2 3 
Umnodricides _I 1 2 1 3 7 
L.<modricide. nAlia.n<is 6 1 5 2 '. 14 
Lm~ioIdes ,D. 1 1 
Unidentified limnodriloidine 6 1 7 
SmithSondriul marirus 6 6 3 5 1 ·2 7 30 
. 
SniIhsDnd<ius .p. 2 , 
" 
2 
TeclidriiuB Bp. 2 2 1 5 
_lidos aurwilSdll 1 1 8 2 2 3 2 ,8 1 31 
T ubficoides boImJdao 1 1 , 
Tubificoides rrolei 2 2 2 1 3 1 11 
Tublfi_esBD.HS 2 2 
.;-'" 
lJridentified llblllc:id 2 8 1 1 1 1 4 3 4 2 3 1 3 12 4 8 3 1 1 63 
I A1yu.. SlPUNCULA . 
Class PHASCa.OSOMATIEA 
Qdof ASPIOOSIPHONIFORr..£S . , 
" F"';~ ASPIOOSIPHONIDAE 
.. 
all>J. 22 34 12 1 611 
'. , 
Class SIPUNCUlIJEA 
o · . 
QdofGa.RNGIiFORMES 
Famiill PHASCOlIONIDAE 
p_ ... 4 4 
UnIdonIified sIoura.Ian A 1 3 3 7 





'-U_ed 2 2 ,.. 
'" . 





E ...... lelladlsoa-alis :. 1 2 3 
Famiy CYlINlROlEBERIOIOAE 
., 
oaJIitris!is 1 1 
Family PHILOr..£OIlAE 
___ p.ucler.eI, ... 1 32 28 20 711 
TABLE 5. Grab Collection Stations: raw data, diversity (II') and evenness (1'); Jan. 1992. 
STATION 1 8 eo e 100 11 131. 14 17 18 lQl 




2 • 2 2 1 1 12 
AlpheuI ..... ~i 1 1 
A ...... ..,. 2 2 
~ PAlAEI«lNDAE . 




""""'>rilIIB 1 1 
~ANOMJRA 
FamilY 0tClGENDAE 
0-'" aJbensia 1 1 
FornII' PAGURIDAE 
Pagu"" .Iim""; 2 2 2 8 
Pag ........ 1 1 • 2 
~BAACIMJRA 
F_ GOI.EPI..ACDAE 
Unidenliliod 2 2 
FIOT1iy XAI'lIHDI\E 
.1OYi 1 1 2 
I_E~INCOERMATA 
a.s OPHIUROIlEA 
~fiod_ 2 2 2 1 2 • 1 14 
IN<IIICl'Mj 1 . ~ 1 
TOTAl 2_ 32 30 70 180 70 52 ,. 48 220 136 , .. 230 519 405 80 2S 36 71 ee n 71 119 147 32 • . 294 2!lO 111 III 88 08 ,. '7 4076 TOOII __ , 
• S 7 13 2!l 8 '5 7 " 
Z3 20 22 le 29 31 ,. 7 • " 
211 26 25 2S 2S 7 '10 , 80 211 27 ,2 8 10 140 
Ii' ibI' "';icaIo) 0137 0.821 1.507 1.841 1.170 ... 47 22M 1.1106 2.417 2212 2.1" 222S 2.091 2.03 2.541 2.0133 1.192 1.838 1.569 2.8<8 2.582 2.839 2.588 2JOI) OD 1333 0.1113 3.011 2.794 2_ 1.8<8 1 . .. UN 
.!(u._e) 0_ 0.839 0.n4 0.718 0.124 OM 0.837 0.980 O.i1B 0.705 0.727 O.7UI 0.110 0.735 0.7<1) OJn 0.870 0.788 0.594 0.855 0.793 0.882 ~794 ~l2< 0.<81 0.5711 0.447 0.1t! 0.838 01711 0.714 0.831 ~m 
T""". _ (b\!.IBIion) 10 211 Z3 36 .. 25 47 .. 12 , 51 21 
Ii' (u. 'IBIion) 1.305 2.067 2.80(1 2.364 2.555 '-01. 2J23 2.831 1.1:11 UJ12 2.<08 
.! ibI' IIB!ion) 0.$83 0.817 O.m 0.Il10 ~1167 0.812 OJ33 ~744 0.458 ~ 0.7111 





'8 I ~ 3 4 15 J Is 17 110 12 
::::t~I¢:~2]3~1¢:~2]3~1t:~2~3~I;tfij 2~S~I;t~ 2]9:31 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2..l. 1 2 1170 52 179 '1281 103 174 116i 140 165 1135 144 1121120 108 124 1145 17 S3 ~ 0 0 
1 1 
S 462 2D5 65255 33415534 
I 1 1 I ,. 
I I I 1 2 1 1 1 
113 15 116 1'0" 
3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 ~+-~3-1 











1 3 ' . 4 
Uoo." lill • .! 1 .1 1 J Ii ' 6 
" I aabs' . 3' 2" 5 
T_I. 5 5 j\ 4 3 II 5 g 1 6 7 BOB 4 5 1 5 5 4 B 0 .j 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 4 3 2 1124 
TCIIaI ,"'/1IaIiod 5 4 . 3 5 3 2 4 1 0 2 0 2" 
If (by ... tionl 0.800 0.689 0,426 0.822 0.898 0.306 0.7li!I O. 0 0.410 0 0.349 
10(11 1(21 101311 ~41 12(41 14141 11(1' 0(01 0141 3111 
\ 
* Samples from sta. 16-2 and 16-3 were lost; specimens were probably U. rapax and are treated as such in diversity calculations. 
TABLE 7. Crab census data. Numbers in parentheses indicate numbers of trees inside 1.0 square meter sampling area; Aug. 1991. 
STATION Is 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 13 15 16 ITQI 
REPUCATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 S 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 S 1 2 3 1 2 S 1 2 3 1 2 S 
CRABF" , ~ ~ 175 164 142 97 197 156 1651 147 1~ 12511§ 15:1 153 161 146 156 141t 199 1291 2a 26 12 ct 0 0, «; 51 52 142 12 8 1~ 170 lGI 
CRAB CENSUS 
EamIY GRAPSlDE 
1 4 2 2 4 S 2 S 1 5 3 4 3 5 1 2 1 4 4 6 ~ 
F..nti XAHTHlDAE 
'" 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
IF....,' 
Uca .... 1aIor 1 2 1 4 
Ucaouanox 6 5 11 
Uca 2 1 1 2 6 
Uca_ 1 1 2 2 I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 23 
Uca on IliN' 1 j 2 
'TDIRI 1 4 2 3 5 • 1 5 /; 1 7 4 6 5 7 3 4 2 5 4 g 1 1 1 0 0 0 7 3 3 1 0 5 0 0 2 112 Tcca. ' ,Ih,--" 1 2 S 2 4 3 4 1 0 3 2 1 
ti' !bv 018Ii0n 1 0 0,562 1,076 0,562 0,826 1.OS1 0,761 0 0 1,056 0,«;1 0 
J' (bv .... Iionl 0 0,811 0,991 0.811 0,668 0,966 0,549 0 0 0,962 0,65 0 
TREEC '''' \ 
FanW GRAPSlDM: 
113/Sl 13131 14141 11115' 16/Sl 110141 Is C31 , kl • 10 10 10 61?l 
Table 8. Crab census data. Numbers in parentheses indicate Dumbers of trees inside 1.0 square meter sampling area; Jan. 1992. 
STAllON la 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 13 IS 16 1\1 
REPUCAlE I 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 S 1 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 3 I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3 I 2 3 




. .. 1 I I I I 5 
Sesarma aMa::ao&i ... 3 I 2 1 2 I 2 1 3 I 17 
_XANTHIDAE 
Euy!ium irnostan I I 2 
I FamWOCYPOOIDAE 
Uca; 2 2 
Uca 1rapax 2 2 4 
Ucalha¥ari 1 I 1 S 
Uca so. (IN,) 4 2 I I 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 I 1 I 25 
Total. 4 4 3 2 2 6 2 0 2 5 1 . 2 0 2 3 0 I 0 3 3 3 I I I 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 I Iss 
TClIaI 'soecies 1bI_ 3 4 2 2 2 I 5 I 0 ' 2· I f 
Itf· 0.91S 1.220 0.562 0.662 0.500 0 1427 0 0 0.693 0 0 
J' (bv llationl 0834 Ollfrl 0.811 0.954 0= J) 0.987 0 -.l) 1.000 0 0 
--
19111 7m 5121 I .. ~ 7t~ 17t~ 1515\ 10m 010\ 1010\ 0 Ift5\ 
TABLE 9. Hand collection stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); Aug. 1992. 
Li:!! A IIVN 9 13 n ITOT 
R~PlIr.ATE 123 1 2 3 1 2 3 
IAhVN !~JNr.IJLA 
sp. 4 J 5 
~ IL<r.J ~ ~ :11 ~~::;D=-=-AE--I--I---I--+--f----f---1--+--+---I-~ 
~,.,.-;::--I-....:33=+--,][ 9 8 10 6 4 ][ 
us 6 2 4 12 
Farrilvl 
;vbex 2 2 
ClaMBIV~VIA ~~~~ __ ~ __ ~-+ __ ~ __ +-~ __ ~ __ ~~ 
FaniIv = 
FamIIv~ 1 4 5 
YI. "" 2 1 3 
IhvIo om \111 
ClaM nl 
Fern Iv ~I ANI IAI 
~m~' ~. I~··I~~~_~19 __ ~~r-~~~ __ -r __ -+ __ ~1 __ ~ __ -; ___ 1~I1~~ 
\I~ 2 as
CIaM~u)IHACA 

















4 15 4 
~~~~~~~--.---+---~--~---+---;----~--+---~--~-; Fa~AE An,'" 19 7 10 9 20 13 36 15 18 147 
,fLbv Q.7~ 0.591 0.53 0.657 O. O. 0.806 0.626 0.764 
IToial.: ;Ibv 11 -11 7 
'H"lbv: 1.395 1.475 11.JM1:u.+_-+---4 
J'(by 0.561 0.615 0:578 
* Probably mostly B. amphitrite. ** Minute; probably Uca sp. (possibly Sesanna or Aratus). 
TABLE 10. Hand Collection stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); Aug. 1991. 
~ Q 13 17 TOT 10l=PII(' m= 1 2 ~ 1 2 3 1 2 3 TAlt',~ 
~""iI.i F"rrOlv P( 
47 28 13 36 -32 32 2 1 191 
~ 
F"miIv:=VAI' 
2 2 4 
3 3 
~ 
. r:iA .... P!ii VI ",4 'TA 
o.rl,MI:l F;m;~'nAI' 
1 I~,"""'" 3 3 
]h. •• ,.;;- IIRT iR POM 
~ m:F\ IAGEA ~ I- Faiii vpAf 
= 7 9 1 17 
~ 5 6 11 18 -37 16 71 
~ct ImA< 
54 68 4 2 128 
I IM~ ( je~a~ 
'amilll DAE 
iIaiiiiid -4 4 
0i0ei'" 
~ 
AraiiJS 2 iI .. v.! 1 
1 2 TaiiillV~ 
1 2 2 5 ·Familv~ 
~ 4 3 3 10 Ci8ss IN~~~' 
<Siddr i'riiI IA 
F.Iriiii ~
5 1 3 1 8 2 18 
TOiaIi ·124 115 32 ~ -71 41 9 1 8 471 
Tnt", # oIh" 8 7 8 3 4 3 15 
~/bv 1.346 ·1.11 ~ ~ 0.799 0.72 1273 0.99 1.011 J'/bv 0:647 0:5! D.728 0.658 0.918 0.906 0.921 ~ iIiW -; -:( 5 
IH'/hv 14M ~ -1;f IJ't"" nR/lQ n t7 O. ;7 
TABLE 11. Hand collection stations: raw data, diversity (H') and evenness (J'); Jan. 1992. 
::;IAIION 9 13 17 ITOT 
R~ PI .r.ATE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
CIaSS~I'~ 
~AE~-t"""""'3::-:+1-4=1-7--:1:-;-t1--:6~1-][ 32 2 11 ~ 
1 9 10 
CIa;s3IVA ~ f~~ ~--1-~~-~-r--+--~-4-~~-~~ I,! 8 8 
FamilY U::; I IAI 
~lV MYTII InA~ _1 1 
~~~~~S_'-_+-_1-_~_~1 __ ~1~ __ ~ __ -+ __ -; ____ ~2~ 
-~ ~)AE~~r--+---r--~--+---r-~r-~---+---r-; 
~ 12 ~4 ~ 43 
~~~~~'~~I~rn~70~~~--+-_~3 __ ~_~_-+-~~-+-_~_-4_~3 






















cgss 11~~~~--+---1----r---+---;---'r---+---4----r---+~ FamilY ,W~AF 
Ar .. rir 
ItnldElnt. iuv. 
Tolal#OI 




IH' (by : 
J'(by 
16 9 5 9 6 68 
1 1 
TABLE 12. Summary of Major Taxonomic Groups in Grab CoUections; August 199 I -2. 
STAllON 1 8 Sa e lOa 11 
SURVEY 8191 1192 ~ II1II1 1192 JI92 8I9i 1192 8192 II1II1 1192 II1II2 8/111 1192 8/112 8191 tl92 ~ 
TAXON 
24 0 7 10 12 21 10 6 10 7 1 11 0 3 0 14 6 12 
MOLLUSCA 62 2 1 14 4 8 12 0 3 9 33 17 8 22 16 18 2 18 
1 POI.. 242 74 140 98 258 226 120 88 242 144 202 598 182 760 912 174 84 221 
I,..,. 74 6 ~ 1~_ 22 189 12 2 119 M 7 59 0 21 3(l B 18 ~1 
SIPUNCULA 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 158 2 218 79 166 0 0 0 
PERACARlDA 10 0 0 0 14 3 12 4 9 16 101 2 3 ';57 3 2 2 1 
OTHER 8 4 8 12 8 5 12 8 3 3 0 9 5 6 3 8 10 12 
1 TOTAlS 422 88 201 150 320 452 178 106 386 244 503 698 416 1154 1130 222 122 4861 
0 3.162 1.365 2_ 2.308 2.057 2.814 2.808 2.800 2.304 2.868 2.3114 2.12l1 1.391 2.5M 1.712 2.548 2.814 3.3211 
Sl 10 38 21 28 52 28 Zl 38 34 38 41 19 48 23 26 2S 721 
13a J" 17 18 1ilI ImT 
~ 8191 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 8/111 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 
0 3 30 a 5 2 16 5 6 10 48 0 11 1 75 73 150 5 
UC'lI 11lc:r .... 8 6 31 lS 9 14 404 0 326 56 12 22 0 10 1 604 100 465 
POI.. YCHAETA 156 101 292 115 127 68 4$4 46 278 ~ 119 474 12 18 234 1741 1875 3685 
OI..IGOCHAETJI 11 21 180 3 21 162 12 16 61 20 34 263 8 7 19 198 175 1431 
SlPIlNNN A 0 0 0 0 0 0 328 68 176 0 0 0 8 5 4 336 82 181 
OSTRACODA 0 0 2 0 45 2 52 78 7 10 14 2 12 29 4 325 403 185 
leco, 10 97 10 10 122 13 S70 594 2790 4 86 3 8 32 20 645 1309 12854 
OTHER 1 6 18 4 8 14 0 0 7 4 2 7 0 0 2 57 52 88 
1 TOTAl !: 186 234 583 149 337 278 1822 818 3650 144 277 839 48 112 28S 13981 4069 1900Q 
" DIVERSnY 1.11115 2.1121 2.571 2.12l1 2.831 3_ 1.1181 1.138 1.812 2.878 3262 3.028 2.109 2.4011 1.458 
RICHNESS 23 47 48 21 45 51 21 12 36 24 51 65 10 21 23 
TABLE 13. Summary of Ml\ior Taxonomic Groups by Percent Occurrence in Grab Collections; AUgusll991-2. 
STATlON 1 8 Sa 9 lOa 11 
SURVEY 8191 1/92 8192 8191 1/92 8192 8191 1192 8192 &'91 lfR 81!12 81111 1192 8192 &'91 1/92 .MIZ 
TAXON 
~5 o.M 3.48 8.87 ,.75 4.86 5.62 .~ ..... 2JD 0.,", .... o.M UII o.m ... , HI! 2J(1 
·I.«JlLUSCA '4.119 U3 0..50 9.33 125 ' .77 ' .74 DDD 0..711 3.011 .... 2.44 ' .112 UI, 1.42 7.21 , ... 3.70 
POt' 57.36 • . 06 811.88 88.33 80.113 50.00 117.42 81.13 
-
1i!!-02 40.18 !161fT 43.75 fl5.BII 110.7' .1Ic38 88.85 45,g 
ClI. A 17.so 8.Q8 22.39 ,D1fT U8 .,.81 8.74 •• 30.83 l3.sa ,.39 8 .45 GDD 1.82 2.86 S.eo 14.75 45.017 
SIPUNCULA DDD 0..00 GDD GDD 0..113 0..00 GDD GDD 0.00 0..00 0.'"' 0..00 0..00 0..52 0..00 o.m DDD 0.2' 
0 .47 0..00 0..00 DDD 0..00 GDD GDD 0..00 0..00 '2.70 31.4' 0.211 52.<10. U5 '4. GDD 0..00 0..00 
PERACARIOA 2.37 0..00 GDD 0..00 4.38 G.fl6 8.74 3.77 2.33 8.58 20.08 0.211 0..72 2227 0.27 0..110 UM 0.2' 
iOl1£R ,.110 4.85 3.98 8.00 2.50 1.11 6.74 7.li5 0..711 '23 0.00 ,211 ,.20 0..52 0.27 3.80 6.20 2.4"1 
ImTAHl 
'00 '00 '00 '00 .00 '00 .00 '00 '00 '00 '00 .00 100 100 '001 ,00 100 lQ!1 
iSTATlON 13a 14 17 18 19a TOT 
8I!Il 1192 8192 81!11 1192 8192 81!11 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 8191 1192 8192 8191 1/92 8192 
TAXON 
DDD 1211 S.33 1.34 '.48 l.eo 0.11 1 Jl6 0,14 4.11 3.81 ~.72 0..00 8.82 0.;15 1.88 1.711 1.811 
IlM"lIll ~.A 4.30 2.58 5.51 10.07 21fT SAM 22.11 o.DD 8i1S 38.811 4.33 2.82 0..00 8.113 0..36 15.17 2. ... 5.14 
!POt. 81m 43.1. 51.87 n.l1 37J111 24 .... 24.112 5.82 7.82 30.58 42 .... 58.50 25.00 18.07 82.11 43.73 .... 08 40.77 
OlIGOCHAETA 5.81 U7 31.87 2.01 82S 5827 0..86 , .... 11fT 13.811 1227 33.73 lU7 • .25 81fT 4.87 4.30 .5.83 
SIPUNCULA 0..00 GDD 0..00 DDD 0..00 GDD 18.00 8.31 4.82 0..00 GDD 0..00 '8.87 4.48 1.40 8.44 2-02 2.00 
0..00 0..00 0..38 0..00 13.36 0..72 2.fl5 1I.so 0..111 8.84 5.0& 0.24 25M 25.811 1.40 • . 18 lI.IIO 2.05 
PEAACARDA S.38 41 .45 1.711 8 .11 38,", 4.88 81211 72.82 711.44 2.711 31.0& 0.38 18.87 28.51 7/¥l 1 • .20 32.17 81.57 
D.so 2'" S'"' 2.88 2.37 5.04 0..00 DDD 0..111 2.711 0..72 0.83 ODD 0..00 0..70 '.013 1211 0..117 
IDTALS 100 ,00 100 100 .00 100 100 100 100 100 100 .00 100 100 100 100 100 100 
..... __ ...... 
. ...... 
TABLE 14. Summary of Abundances of Most Common Taxa in Grab Collections by Station and Survey; Aug. 1991-2. 
1 1 8 Sa 1 9 lOa 11 138 14 17 18 1!l1o 
SURIIEY &91 1m 811121 &91 1/92 8IJI2 &91 1/92 81J121 &91 1/92 81112 &91 1/92 8/92 &91 1/92 8IJI2 81111 11112 8/92 81111 Mil! 8/92 81111 lJl12 Ml2 . 1Iol!l 1192 ~ &91 1192 8/92 
_MOl. USCA 
C".-.,m· 21l! ~70 
c.-un 36 4 4 8 10 1 5 12 14 7 3 25 13 6 9 190 ' 153 42 Q 14 
I """" AN~'1IlA 
~-.. . ,- 6 jJ; 65 i 
.. 
" 
~ 3 § 10<1 
-, 8 4 4 2 1 42 72 120 98 253 398 52 76 2G § 60 52 2 .1.a 19 1 Ji 3 . 
Aric:idaa_ 14 54 13 66 180 25 32 4 161 3 1 5 2 12 1 7 § 
. """ 1 
, 2 , 6 6 2G 6 18 3 2 3 4 1 0lI 1 1 
'" 
, , 2 4 
.-
S 1 1 21 2 295 4 138 340 1 1 5 3 1 
--2. . .10 ...194 
ModiomaslJs Clliifomiensj, 62 66 2 4 13 1 50 33 8 2 1 28 
ModiomasIUS SI). 86 12 20 16 36 22 3 28 16 2 2 6 7 2 2 6 
EhIoRia ccmuIB 2 4 1 16 10 3 3 1 1 2 328 18 212 4 3 
3 35 21 3 6 157' 5 2 67 8 8 1 21 
Uoaonerai. CIheri 1 3 210 
abiadliata 2 3 8 2 2 14 3 57 1 2 8 10 2 5 6 1 7 10 1 15 2 1 
Naltabaais hebes 4 2 6 2 11 2 1 88 28 39 
lLmbI i l8Ii.1OIIUdinum 28 25 13 1 7 6 13 96 
Bra M:hiomna . 2 4 42 2 1 1 1 8 
Class C\JGOCHAETA 
PdnocHus mQienJs 2 58 
Smi1hla1ctU hJrnmeIi1d<i 6 40 36 3 2 70 145 67 
T_ 5 52 23 5 18 75 
T uIlific<>idos ..-; 20 . 24 4 4 97 4 2 46 1. 76 4 1 39 e 4 157 2 
I PIwklm SIPUNCULA 




I 78 1 
w ' aili8iical8. 78 
Pen> I8tiounc:l8t 2 87 
Uniden1ified . 31 157 218 7'Q 44 _6 10 11 12 29 
No ,UA' 
-
1 1 3 544 578 2161 2 
ia """'" 6 1 52 1 1 2 1 6 7 291 4 
Ex 218 
eer.ou. n ..... 2 8 14 1 104 2 6 69 3 62 2 2 122 4 
6 12 2 4 4 36 2 79 2 1 21 A4 10 ~ 50 6 23 10 
TABLE 15. List of outside taxonomic expens consulted and their area(s) of expenise. 
Dr. Jon F. Norenburg, Smithsonian Institution (Nemenina) 
Dr. Donald R. Moore, University of Miami (Mollusca) 
Dr. Michael Milligan, Mote Marine Laboratory (PolychaeUi. and Oligochaeta) 
Dr. Julie Piraino, Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute (Sipuncula) 
Dr. Louis Kornicker, Smithsonian Institution (Ostracoda) 
Dr. Rosalie Maddocks, University of Houston (Ostracoda) 
Dr. James D. Thomas; Newfound Harbor Marine Institute (Ampbipoda) 
Dr. Raphael LeMaitre, Smithsonian Institution (Decapoda) 
Dr. Julio Garcia-Gomez, Miami-Dade Community College (Decapoda) 
Dr. Austin Williams, Smithsonian Institution (Decapoda) 
Dr. Patsy A. McLaughlin, Sedro Woolley, WA (Cirripedia) 
Dr. David L. Pawson, Smithsonian Institution (Echinodennata) 
; 
23 
